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Anna Calhoun Clemson turns 196
Born on Feb. 13, 1817, Anna's birthday was commemorated by the Women's Alumni Council.
KATHERINE LALLA
NEWS EDITOR

Anna Maria Calhoun Clemson,
born Feb. 13, 1817, celebrated her
196th birthday this year. The event
was commemorated by the Women's
Alumni
Council,
which
passed
out candy and had students sign a
birthday card.
"We're handing out chocolate
because people on campus don't know
that she actually had a part in Clemson
being founded. People recognize Mr.
Clemson, but they always forget
about Anna," Sirrena Boyd, a senior
and tour guide at Fort Hill, said. To
celebrate her birthday, an area was
set up with actors portraying Anna
and Thomas.
"I've given tours 'at Fort Hill as a
guide, so I really enjoy the history of the
Calhoun's and the Clemson's. This is fun
because I am working with the history
of the university and portraying a really
interesting woman," Janet Bean (Anna
Clemson), a student services program
coordinator, said.
"I think it's really awesome
they are celebrating her birthday. A

lot of people don't know that this
was actually Anna Calhoun's land
that Thomas Clemson gets most
of the credit for," Taylor Shields, a
freshman, said.
Daughtet of former Senator and
Vice-President John C. Calhoun, the
land Clemson University is founded on
was originally her father's land.
"I began as the hostess at Fort
Hill, and when I went back to get
my doctorate, I decided to write mv
dissertation on Anna Clemson. It was
published by the Clemson University
Digital Press in 2007. I'm blown away
by the efforts of the Women's Alumni
Council to promote the story of Anna
Clemson," Ann Radiff Russell, author oi
"Legacy of a Southern Lady," said.
The Women's Alumni Council
Kas recently named a scholarship
endowment the Anna Maria Calhoun
Clemson Unrestricted Scholarship tc
support students by raising awareness
of Anna's contribution in founding
the university.
"The Women's Alumni Council is
really trying to highlight the importance
see ANNA page A2

Thomas Green Clemson and Anna Maria Calhoun Clemson greeted students near Fort Hill with candy and historical facts.

Gen. education
revamped

Electrifying ArcAttack
performs in Brooks

Revisions made to meet requirements.

The show educated the audience on electricity as a safe art.

ANDY BROWN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Beginning fall 2014, the general
education system at Clemson
University will be revamped due to
requirements for accreditation.
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools Commission
on Colleges (SACSCOC) recently
deemed the current policy of general
education classes at Clemson
noncompliant to the guidelines of the
SACSCOC, and the provost has
proposed a temporary fix to the
current system.
Guidelines for general education
set by the SACSCOC mandate that
for an institution to be accredited,

With a mix of electricity,
education and music, ArcAttack came
to Clemson on Feb. 7. According to
the group, "We bring a new meaning
to electronic music."
The crew performed skits that
appealed to all ages, especially
children. Overall, the show educated
the layperson on electricity in a fun
and artful way and is an innovative
application of technology.
ArcAttack first became known
through the popular show "America's
Got Talent" where they made it to

see SACS page A3

see ARC page A4
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it must maintain a general
education curriculum of at least
30 hours with courses that are not
specific to any one discipline.
Clemson's general education
ptogram
currently
consists
of 30 credit hours with two
hours that fulfill a competency
named
"Academic
and
Professional Development."
The SACSCOC felt that the
courses that counted toward that
competency were too majorspecific and hence did not count
toward the 30 hours of general
education requirements. After the
revision by the SACSCOC, the
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Pope Benedict XVI
stepping down

Teach 4
America

For the first time since 1415, the pope is retiring due to age.

Pilot program accepts juniors and seniors.

JOE HENDRICKS

ANDY BROWN

STAFF WRITER

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

On Monday, Feb. 11, Pope Benedict
XVI, 85, announced that he would be
stepping down from his position as the
spiritual leader of the Catholic Church as a
result of his advanced age.
The move, which has not happened
since Gregory XII in 1415, stunned people
around the world — both inside and
outside of the Church. Benedict revealed
that he no longer feels he can function
physically or mentally in the position,
noting his "strength which in the last few
months has deteriorated in me to the
extent that I have had to recognize my
incapacity to adequately fulfill the ministry
entrusted to me," according to NPR news.
The office is traditionally held until
death, after which a papal conclave
commences to elect the newest Bishop of
Rome, or pope. Benedict has only served
for seven years, becoming pope at age
78. His term was short compared to the
papacy of John Paul II, which lasted over
26 years, the second longest in the Catholic
Church's history.
Benedicts time is not the shortest,
however; nine Popes have died less than
a month into their reign, and one, the
misfortunate Stephen, did not even live to
see his consecration — a distinction that
prevents the Church from distinguishing
him as a valid pope. Church officials have
stated that a new pope will be selected
before Easter, which falls on March 31
this year. Few were aware that Benedict
would announce this abdication, even
among those close to him. The search
will determine which of the Cardinals will
next ascend to the position. This will be
voted on by the Cardinal Electors, which
currendy includes 118 members.
Dr. Steven Grosby, a religion professor
at Clemson, thinks the move will be

The final deadline for Teach for
America applications has arrived and
Clemson hopefuls will know soon if
they have been selected to join the
program. Clemson juniors applying
through the new Junior Pilot Program
must also wait to see if they will join
the 2014 corps with Teach for America.
The program began in 1990 when
a charter corps of 500 recent college
graduates began the movement to
eliminate the education gap in lowerincome schools.
As of today, over 33,000 people
have participated in the program to
teach over three million children in
poor schooling situations. Over the
years, students have come from various
backgrounds to teach in all fields and
subjects. In 2012, Teach for America was
named a Fortune 100 Best Company to
Work For.
Currently, the South Carolina
region of the program is run by Clemson
graduate Josh Bell. He was student body
president in 2008 and after graduation
he taught in the Charlotte corps of
Teach for America participants. Since
the South Carolina region's inception in
2011, 113 corps members have joined
to teach 7,000 students every year.
Emily Barrett is the Campus
Campaign Coordinator for Teach for
America at Clemson. "Last year, the
Junior Pilot Program was a very small
initiative that Teach for America started
and was an invite only process to a very
small process. Clemson had one student
invited to participate, Joey Maxwell,
and he was accepted as a junior last year
and will be teaching middle school this
fall in Dallas, TX," Barren said.
Now the Junior Pilot Program is the
recommended method of application
for all students that would be studying
abroad their senior year, have a strong
internship that they would like to
consider along with a position in a
Teach for America corps or that plan to
apply for Teach for America as seniors.
Any junior that is not accepted into
the Junior Pilot Program is still eligible
to apply for the senior deadline for the
program corps.
There are currendy 32 students
from Clemson engaged in the Teach
for America program with 14 more
approved to join after three deadlines
and more to come following interviews
after the final deadline. Cameron Eagles

Pope Benedict XVI, 85, has only served for seven years. He became pope at 78.
"invigorating," saying that "on the surface,
it looks like the pope takes seriously the
demands of being pope, and apparendy
physically he's not up to them, and so he's
chosen to step aside; that's why I hope it
has a chance of people viewing this with
admiration, that it will be invigorating to
the tradition. I don't think it challenges
the tradition; I think it's a reasonable thing
to do."
Dr. Richard Saunders of the history
department agrees that "the chances are
good that it will strengthen the Church,"
but also noted that Benedict, both as
Pope and during his service under John
Paul II "was one of the most ruthless on
theological purity. No women, no gays.
All the social trends of our time, he was
holding on line. And then of course, he
presided over and helped conceal one of
the biggest sex scandals in history."
Benedict leaves behind a mixed legacy,
one that has impressed some and angered
others. Followers of the Catholic Church,
and perhaps Christianity in general,
will point to his efforts to strengthen
the Church against secular influence and

solidify its internal belief systems, such as
in his Caritas in Veritate, which detailed
the relation of the Church to a number of
modern topics, such as the financial crisis
and technological innovation, as evidence
of his moving the Church forward.
Joshua Kulseth, a Catholic student at
Clemson, feels that "the pope's legacy will
remain controversial for many," but that
"he will largely be admired as a kind and
humble man, a brilliant theologian and
exegetical scholar, but most important, a
man of immense love for those whom he
served.:— the people ofGod."
The biggest blemish on Benedict's
reputation has been the numerous
sexual abuse cases that have haunted the
Church throughout his term. Despite his
denunciation of those involved, many have
expressed discontent at the lengths that
the Catholic Church under Benedict has
gone to prevent future cases and to help
the victims. Some have even suggested
that the pope was involved in an earlier
cover-up while still serving as Archbishop
in Germany. Pope Benedict XVI leaves
behind a complicated legacy.

ANNA from page Al
of Anna to the founding of the
university," Bean said. There are plans
to create a physical memorial to Anna
via help from the Class of 2013 Senior
Class Project.
"We are working with campus
master planning to come up with some
plans to recognize and honor Anna on
campus," Amy Craft, with the Women's
Alumni Council said. Anna was 21 when
she married Thomas Green Clemson,
the founder of Clemson University.
"I think it's great that just walking
around campus you can learn something
about the university," Nick Larrieu, a
sophomore, said.
She died of a heart attack on Sept.
22, 1875 in her Fort Hill home, leaving
her estate to Thomas Clemson.
"We're trying to raise awareness
that this [Clemson] was sort of a
plan of both members of the family,
not only Thomas but Anna's as well.
The slogan for the Women's Alumni
Council is 'Her Land: His Plan,' and we
want to recognize her contributions,"
Will Hiott, director of historic
properties, said.

is a senior economics major that will
be working in the Teach for America
corps. "I'm teaching in the Eastern
North Carolina region, probably neai
Durham. I'm teaching secondary math
to high school students. The application
process consists of a few short essays
which essentially comprise why you're
interested in Teach for America. They're
looking for students that are hoping to
solve the problem of education inequity
in America in the long term. I'm
planning to serve my tenure with TFA
and then move on to policy and politics
after I feel I've mastered teaching. That
may take a few years but TFA seems to
hold your hand through most of your
early career as they're interested in your
ability to improve American education,"
Eagles said.
Clemson students have been placed
throughout the country. Angelica Fowlei
is an elementary education major. "I
have been blessed to see both sides of
the spectrum of educational inequality.
Teaching in Uganda and rural South
Carolina has given me a global and
multi-cultural perspective of the
educational disparity. These experiences
left me with a deep conviction to
see change. I joined forces' with TFA
because I know that it is through quality
education that we can bridge this gap.
After receiving my placement in New
Orleans, I feel there could be no better
city fot me to teach elementary school
right now. With the help of Teach for
America, I will quite literally be making
history in Louisiana during the next two
years," Fowler said.
There are various deadlines to
apply for the program throughout the
semester, with Feb. 15 as the last available
date. "It is a free application and it
takes two to three houts to complete.
In this first online application you
complete everything online, including:
personal information, academic history,
leadership experience, a resume and a
500 word letter of intent," Batten said.
Students that submitted undet
the final application deadline will be
notified whethet they have received an
interview by Feb. 26. Clemson students
that are considering applying for the
Teach for America program in the
future should visit the Teach for America
website or contact Emily Barrett or
Eric Giles. Students can also look at
experiences and quotes from past Teach
for America corps members through the
Clemson Univetsity Teach for America
Facebook page.
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Obama gives State of the Union speech
President addressed Congress and citizens in annual update on current condition of the nation.
HANNAH CLEVELAND

These
divisions
make
it
difficult for Congress to come to an
agreement on proposed laws. Because
of this, a main goal the president
set for Congress was to put these
disagreements aside in order to get
things done to better the nation.
"America moves forward only
when we do so together," Obama
said. One of the biggest topics that
Obama covered during his address
was his plan for our country's deficit
reduction. The president emphasized
the need for a balanced approach
to this dilemma and described that
cooperation between the middle
class and wealthier people would
be essential.
Tax reform was an important key
to the plan for deficit reduction.
Obama continued to push the idea
that no change will be made if taxes
continue to fall to the middle class
and that the solution is to make the
wealthy pay a little extra.
"In 2011, Congress passed a law
saying that if both parties couldn't
agree on a plan to reach our deficit
goal, about a trillion dollars' worth
of budget cuts would automatically
go into effect this year," Obama said.
This automatic budget cut is

sequestration. "It would have been
nice to see more details on how
he wants Congress to avoid the
upcoming 'sequester.' There was
nothing new on that, and the nation
requires leadership on it, so that was
unfortunate," Dr. Jeffrey Peake, head
of the Political Science Department,
said. Another main topic addressed
during the speech was economic
opportunities. These included raising
the minimum wage to $9 an hour
across the nation. Obama emphasized
that people who are working full-time
jobs should not be living in poverty.
By increasing the minimum wage,
he hopes to allow those who work
full time to live comfortably. A final
economic point that the president
focused on was the housing market.
"But even with mortgage rates
near a 50-year low, too many families
with solid credit who want to buy a
home are being rejected. Too many
families who have never missed a
payment and want to refinance are
being told no. That's holding our
entire economy back, and we need to
fix it," Obama said.
Obama emphasized reform at
all levels of education. In particular,
he proposed that the national

President Obama gave his speech Tuesday evening, outlining his future plans and the current status of America.

government needs to work with the
state governments to make preschool
more affordable so that all children
can attend a high-quality preschool.
He also highlighted the need for
high schools to better equip their
students for the things they will
encounter after graduation.
The president addressed education
reform at the university level as well.
"To grow our middle class, our
citizens must have access to the
education and training that today's
jobs require," Obama said.
He proposed working with the
states to keep university tuition
decreasing by awarding federal
funding based upon the value of
education attained at each school.
Gun control in America has
been an important topic due to the
numerous recent shootings. Obama
mentioned the need for background
checks on those wanting to purchase
guns in order to prevent the weapons
from getting into the wrong hands.
"It has been two months since
Newtown. I know this is not the first
time this country has debated how to
reduce gun violence, but this time is
different. Overwhelming majorities of
Americans — Americans who believe
in the Second Amendment — have
come together around commonsense
reform," Obama said.
A unique aspect of this particular
State of the Union Address was that
a lot of people in the audience were
wearing green ribbons on their clothes
as a way of commemorating the losses
in Newtown, Conn., last year.
The President gave a brief
overview of his plans for the military
involvement in Afghanistan. He
explained that more troops will
be taken out of Afghanistan by
the end of this year and that they
all will be removed by the end of
2014. "By the end of next year, our
war in Afghanistan will be over,"
Obama said. He also explained that
America will continue to lead in the
fight against nuclear weapons around
the world.
"Of all the things that President
Obama spoke about, the end of
America's presence in Afghanistan
was the one thing that every
person, Republican, Democrat or

Independent, could support," Allie
Tate, a sophomore, said.
"I thought the soaring rhetoric
and passion of the gun control
section of the speech was extremely
powerful and recalled the confident
and hopeful Barack Obama. of
the 2008 campaign," Dr. William
Lasser, a political science professor
and Director of the Calhoun Honors
College, said.
However, others did not see this
approach as being very effective:
"[Obama] was essentially pleading
for Americans to come together to
solve problems with his emphasis on
citizenship, using the backdrop of
solving the problem of gun violence.
I don't think it will have much of
a practical effect, however," Dr.
Peake said.
Obama
emphasized
the
importance of having pride in
being American and that we should
all feel a sense of responsibility
to our country as a citizen of the
United States.
"It was a very broad agenda and
quite liberal in some respects. It is
difficult to be optimistic about any
of these proposals, or for Congress
and the president to work together
to solve any of these problems,
largely owing to the severe partisan
polarization in Congress and among
the public. Research clearly shows
that partisan polarization is at record
high levels and our last Congress was
the least productive in modern times,"
Dr. Peake said.
"I have the utmost hope for the
next four years. While the state of out
union still isn't spectacular, we're a lot
better off than we've been in a while,
and I only see it going up from here,"
Essick said.
"I thought the president was very
much in campaign mode, articulating
essentially the same agenda as he did
during the last election. But he did so
in a way that, on the surface at least,
showed a degree of bipartisanship,"
Dr. Lasser said. "Overall, this was a
speech given by a popular president
who no longer has to run for
reelection, who is very much in the
political thick of things but who also
sees himself as, at least in some sense,
'above polities'."

never expected the news that our
current general education program
was noncompliant, it did present
an opportunity to have the student
proposal seriously considered. The
SACS accreditation situation is,
however, a serious one, and I have
worked to advocate policy outcomes
that would be best for my fellow
students," Austin said.
General education requirements
at Clemson have had mixed reviews
from
students,
ranging
from
appreciation to deference.
"General education classes have
enriched my educational experience.
Although I didn't necessarily enjoy
some of the requirements, they forced
me to take different perspectives
from those of the classes for my
major. It benefits students to get a

small sample of classes from a variety
of fields of study," Katie Eidson, a
pre-business major said.
"I feel like for the most part,
general education credits are a waste
of time. The biology classes I had to
take haven't helped me at all with my
marketing major," Jordan Dowd, a
marketing major, said.
If Clemson were not reaccredited,
the
academic
reputation
of
the
university
would
drop
substantially, lessening the value of a
Clemson degree.
To remain a member of the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, Clemson University will
have to continue with the reform on
general education requirements.
Clemson will also have to submit
a Quality Enhancement Plan as

part of the reaccreditation process.
Members of the QEP committee
at Clemson have proposed a
sophomore-level critical thinking
seminar named "Clemson Thinks 2."
Students
will
have
the
opportunity to enroll in a seminar
style course in their second year to
explore a topic of interest that will
enhance and improve their critical
thinking skills.
Most Clemson students will
not be affected by the change in
general education requirements, but
all incoming freshmen starting fall
of 2014 will study under the new
general education principles.
More information about the
new general education policies will
become available following the close
of the reaccreditation process.

COPY EDITOR

On Tuesday, Feb. 12, President
Barack Obama gave the annual State
of the Union Address to a joint session
of Congress. Traditionally, this speech
is meant to explain to Congress and
the nation the current condition of
the country. The address also gives the
president the opportunity to describe
his legislative plans for the upcoming
year as well as discuss the national
issues that need to be tackled.
President
Obama's
speech
explained many goals for himself and
Congress for the next year and for the
remainder of his time as president.
He proposed new laws, programs and
initiatives that would help America
move forward.
"As a candidate for the presidency
in 2008, Obama ran on the promise
of bipartisan legislation and fairness
to all Americans within the political
processes on Capitol Hill. Some
might say he has failed to keep this
promise, as we have seen a greater
divide between the Republican House
and the Democratic Senate over the
past four years," Parker Essick, a
sophomore English major, said.

SACS from page Al
current program only allots 28 credit
hours of general education that are
non-major specific.
The 28 hour program is under
the minimum of 30 hours, which
led to the proposal of a plan to
fulfill the SACSCOC guidelines for
general education.
Provost Dori Helms brought
the issue to the members of
the Undergraduate
Curriculum
Committee in December, and a
new plan was formulated in January
to meet the guidelines set by
the SACSCOC.
The new plan will expand the
general education requirements to
31 hours and will take effect in
December 2013. While most students

will not be affected as a majority of
majors required to take more than 30
hours of general education courses,
those students who may be affected
have been notified.
Perry Austin is the Academic
Affairs Committee Chairman for
Student Senate.
"Members of the Academic
Advisory
Committee
of
the
Undergraduate
Student
Senate
have been working since the
beginning of this academic year
on a student proposal for reforms
to Clemson's general education
program," Austin said. "Along
with Holly McKissick, senate
president pro tempore, I presented
the proposal at the December
meeting of the Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee. While we
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AY
WHAT?
CLEMSON TWEETS
DECISION LETTER WEEK IS FINALLY HERE!! CAN'T WAIT
TO MEET ALL OUR #TIGERTOWNBOUND STUDENTS!
#CLEMS0N2017 #FEB15

CLEMSON WEATHER TODAY: 60% OF THE TIME IT RAINS,
EVERY TIME.
PIERRE TORS @PJERRETONG FEB. 9
ABOUT 1,100 LOWER BOWL STUDENT SEATS IN LITTLEJOHN
WHICH IS ONLY 5.6% OF THE STUDENT POPULATION
ffNOEXCUSES
3N6IBLPR0E
AT LEAST I'M GETTING MY MONEY'S WORTH OUT OF MY
RAINBOOTS...
IAMIEKATESFEB.13
IT'S ALWAYS GOOD TO SEE THOMAS GREEN AND
ANNA CLEMSON ON CAMPUS SHAPPYBIRTHDAYANNA
MEMSONFAMILY

the semifinals in 2010. Their
music and theatrics are all based around
electricity, specifically the modified Tesla
coil. As part of their act, there were two
Tesla coils roughly 8-feet-tall that spit
out electricity at particular frequencies to
make sounds. The lightning on a stage
paired with creating music such as "1812
Overture" or "Iron Man" was an innovative
way to look at both music and electricity.
With different sounds, the electricity
danced in different patterns, combining
lightning spectacles and music into
one entity.
During the show, the crewmembers
would perform different skits that
were focused toward children, but they
taught the audience about plasma,
electromagnets and static electricity. To
start things off, a robot came out on
stage to begin the skits, and once done,
the robot became the drummer for
the music. For the skits, the crew used
slapstick comedy in their transitions to give
the show a light and comical vibe.
Toward the end of the skits, one
person pretended to be from the future.
Using a chainmail suit and a modified
guitar, the crew had created a personal
Faraday suit. This meant the person from
the future actually stood between the two
Tesla coils, which produce upwards of
500,000 volts of electricity, while lightning

struck his suit and guitar as he played.
You could see that certain notes caused
electricity to jump to different parts of the
guitar and man.
"It looked like special effects seen in
a music video where the guitarist brings
lightning down from the sky with his
guitar — only better," Jojo D'Augustine, a
junior bioengineering major, said.
Two of the other group members
and the robot played backup to the "god
of lightning" at center stage. After the
guitarist finished his last song, ArcAttack
had one more surprise for the audience
— a Faraday Cage. This cage allows the
audience to safely stand, even dance,

inside a box between the two Tesla coils.
Children, adults and students entered the
cage to see the lightning up close. "I chose
electrical engineering because I always
admired Nikola Tesla. It is great to see
that his work is still appreciated and used,"
Blake Connor, an electrical engineering
major, said.
"The guys are fun and quirky,
obviously nerdy, but they are doing what
they want. They combined lightning with
music, which is the first of its kind," Caleb
Ligon, an audio engineering major, said.
"Whether you come for the music ot
the spectacle, you will take something
from it."

Two Tesla coils roughly 8-feet-tall spit out electricity at different frequencies.

THIS DAY IN HISTORY:
ruaiLj
1898 - THE USS MAINE EXPLODED WHILE DOCKED AT A HARBOR IN HAVANA, CUBA KILLING 260 OF

THE STAIRS IN SIRRINE NEVER FAIL TO KILL ME. YOU'D THINK
I JUST RAN A MARATHON

THE ALMOST 400 AMERICAN CREWMEMBERS ABOARD.
1903 - THE FIRST TEDDY BEAR WENT ON SALE BY TOY STORE OWNER AND INVENTOR MORRIS

CADENCE COUNT ON THE CAT BUS #CLEMS0N RULES

MICHTOM, WHO ASKED PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT FOR THE USE OF HIS NAME. THE
IDEA CAME FROM ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIPS, ONE OF WHICH INCLUDED AN INTERACTION
WITH A BEAR.

NEVER THOUGHT I'D SAY THIS, BUT SCHILLETTER WAS SO ON
POINT TONIGHT
TYLER WIRFS @IVIRFSCU14 FEB. 12
GLAD TO SEE THAT MY QUARTERBACK ENJOYS GOOD MUSIC
@TAJHB10 #BIRDLANDB!GBAND #G0TIGERS

1933 - FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, WHO WAS PRESIDENT-ELECT AT THE TIME, ESCAPED AN
ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT IN MIAMI. AN UNEMPLOYED BRICK-LAYER, GIUSEPPE ZANGARA
SHOUTED "TOO MANY PEOPLE ARE STARVING!" AND FIRED SHOTS AT ROOSEVELT.
1942 - BRITISH GENERAL A.E. PERCIVAL SURRENDERED TO JAPAN'S GENERAL TOMOYUKI
YAMASHITA WHICH LOST BRITISH CONTROL OF A WATERWAY OPENING THE INDIAN

NICK K @NNNICKKK FEB. 10
SUCH A JAM-PACKED HOLIDAY WEEK... FAT TUESDAY, ASH
WEDNESDAY, VALENTINE'S DAY, AND OPENING DAY.

OCEAN TO JAPAN.
1950 - DISNEY'S CINDERELLA OPENED IN THEATERS. IT WAS ONE OF THE HIGHEST GROSSING
FEATURES OF THE YEAR.

DAN RAOAKOVICH @CL£MSQNDRAD FEB. 13
LOOKING FORWARD TO START OF CU BASEBALL; LOOSENING
UP THE ARM FOR THE FIRST PITCH.... SUGGESTIONS?
...HEATER? UNCLE CHARLIE? KNUCKLER ?
WHITEHEA0 @THEB£NWH!TEHEAO FEB. 13
KEEP CALM AND CLEMS ON! ffCLEMSON ffPROUDALUM

1961 - THE U.S. FIGURE SKATING TEAM WAS KILLED WHEN THEIR PLANE CRASHED IN
BERG-KAMPENHOUT, BELGIUM. THEY WERE HEADED TO THE 1961 WORLD FIGURE SKATING
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
1965 - CANADA ADOPTED THE 11 POINTED MAPLE LEAF BY THE PROCLAMATION OF QUEEN
ELIZABETH II. IT WAS RAISED OVER PARLIAMENT HILL.
1998 - DALE EARNHARDT SR. WON HIS FIRST NASCAR RACE AT THE DAYTONA 500, THE SEASON
OPENER. IT WAS HIS ONLY DAYTONA VICTORY. HE DIED DURING THE 2001 RACE IN A CRASH
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Tigra Scientifica: Trapped in Food Traffic

WE HAVE PIZZA.

A new study shows how overeating may cause diabetes
TRACY XU
STAFF WRITER

Imagine a traffic light malfunction
at the intersection of a crowded roadway.
Without a person to direct the traffic, it
could be chaos with vehicles moving in
from all sides. Soon the roadway could
be heavily congested, and all kinds of
problems could arise. The human body is
like a roadway.
When a person eats, fats in tissues are
broken down and fatty acids are released
through a process called lipolysis. When
this process is unrestrained, fatty acid
levels are elevated and can lead to obesity
and diabetes, just like how too many
vehicles on one road can cause trouble.
Insulin in the brain, which acts like the
"traffic controller," is the only factor that
suppresses lipolysis.
In people without diabetes, eating
a meal will cause blood glucose levels to
rise, triggering the pancreas to produce
more insulin. Insulin travels throughout
the body fat and muscle cells absorb the
excess glucose from the blood to use
as energy. As cells stock up on glucose,
blood glucose levels fall back to normal
levels. Insulin also signals the liver, which
is a glucose storage bank, to hold on to
the glucose for later use. Brain insulin
suppressed lipolysis became the basis of
a project conducted by a research team

at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine.
The team was interested primarily in
why people who eat too much eventually
develop diabetes. In the study, rats were
fed a high fat diet composed of 10 percent
lard for three consecutive days. Another
group of rats, used as the control, were fed
a regular low fat diet.
The researchers then injected a small
amount of insulin, which acts to inhibit
the release of glucose from the liver and
fatty acids from fat tissue, into both group
of rats. The group of rats that were fed
the high fat diet stopped very little of the
amount of glucose released from the liver.
The group of rats that were fed the low fat
diet showed normal suppression of glucose
released from the liver. These results show
that overeating, or consumption of a high
fat diet, impaired the brains ability to halt
glucose release and fat breakdown.
As you overeat, your brain tends
to develop insulin resistance, which
is the decreased ability of some of the
body's cells to respond to insulin. Most
often, insulin resistance can develop due
to genetic factors or lack of physical
activity, so insulin resistance is directly
related to obesity. Brain insulin resistance
causes increased "leaking" of fatty acids
into the bloodstream, which induces
inflammation and causes more insulin
resistance. This vicious cycle continues on
and on, all of it triggered by overeating.

WE'RE REALLY FRIENDLY.

Your brain can develop an insulin resistance that decreases the body's response.
For people susceptible to diabetes,
who are already insulin resistant, the usual
cycle does not apply. Insulin tries to do
its job but it is not nearly as effective as it
is in a healthy person's body. In response
to insulin resistance, the pancreas must
deploy a greater amount of insulin to keep
blood glucose levels under control. This
is the reason diabetics have above average
levels of insulin circulating around in their
bloodstream. As time goes by, the body
becomes increasingly resistant to insulin.
The pancreas can no longer keep up
with cell resistance and stops producing
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insulin entirely. The result is higher blood
glucose levels and ultimately diabetes.
It is impossible to prevent insulin
resistance entirely, but there are many
ways to make the body more receptive
to insulin. Overeating, even in the short
term, can trigger your body to become
insulin resistant. This is especially true
if you are genetically prone to insulin
resistance or your family members have
been known to develop diabetes. Physical
activity is one way to become more
receptive to insulin, but a healthy diet is
more important.
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Student Tuition Fees:
What are you paying for?
Do you know what makes up your
tuition bill? Each student enrolled
at Clemson has their university bill
broken up into different categories, including
an academic fee, health fee, library fee and
more. Some categories in the semester bill
remain unclear about where exactly the student's
money is going, such as a matriculation fee,
activity fee, technology fee and career center
fee. If you went around campus and asked
random students "So, have you paid your
matriculation fee?" or "Have you participated
in those activities that you paid for with the
activity fee?" there is a good chance that many
students would be extremely confused as to
what you were talking about.
Although the university bill could be better
explained, having different fees split into
categories is definitely a good thing. There is
some division and uncertainty as to what all
is included in tuition payments, but this is
the money that makes the different areas of
Clemson University work together effectively.
Despite the fact that this is positive, other issues
are still problematic. All students are required
to pay for nearly 11 fees, and some are optional
depending on what classes you take, your major

these questions, many students or their parents
simply click the "pay now" button without
giving it a second thought, wondering later
what they paid for.
The main issue with the setup of Clemson
University's tuition billing is that the majority
of these fees are included in a student's bill
but are never fully explained. Where exactly
a student's money is going remains unclear. A
way to fix this problem would be to divide the
categories into even smaller and more direct
categories on the university bill so that there is
no confusion as to what students are paying for.
Also, a detailed description of each category and
how the money required will contribute to the
university as a whole could ease students' and
parents' minds. The truth is that no one wants
to pay money for something when they are not
sure where that money is going.
CUSG recently passed the Student
Sustainability Initiative (SSI), which will
add another fee to the university bill during
the fall. The SSI gives students the option
to pay an $8 contribution toward projects
that improve and promote sustainability on
Clemson's campus. The Student Sustainability
Initiative is a great addition because it helps

and whether or not you live on campus or have
meal plan. Some required fees are the library
fee, matriculation fee, health fee, activity fee,
technology fee and the career center fee.
What about the students that do not use
the library? Also, what is the point of the
career center fee and how exactly does it help
every student that pays for it? Instead of asking

keep the university up to date to the "Go
Green" revolution in the world today. These
types of improvements to Clemson University
will also help bring us up to a top 20 public
university. The fee was decided by CUSG
to be an opt-out donation, which means
that a student has to check a box not to
contribute $8 during semester tuition payment.

This is a positive decision because it does
not make it mandatory for students to pay
the fee if they are not interested, while still
encouraging students to donate to the Student
Sustainability Initiative.
The main way for Clemson administration
to make sure that the Student Sustainability
Initiative plan is carried out successfully is to
ensure that students understand where the
money goes and what it is paying for. If all
of the fees were explained in the university
bill and divided into smaller, more direct
categories, it would also help promote the SSI
as well as end the confusion that comes from
students not understanding the categories in the
university bill.
Do you know what makes up your tuition
bill? To improve Clemson University as a whole,
it would be best if students and their parents
could answer this question. Each semester,
students enrolled at Clemson pay their tuition,
which is made up of many different categories,
and much confusion comes from the lack of
clarity' about these categories. If they were
explained more clearly, it would not only ease
the minds of parents and students, but would
also help further and better implement the goals
of Clemson University to enhance the future of
the Clemson family.

The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

Do you feel that you use the things that
your student fees provide?

Anna McElwee

"Yes, because I feel
that I've very active
on campus, so I use
the utilities to their
full advantage"

Chris Covey

"Absolutely, for the
amount we spend,
I think $455 is well
worth the services
we receive.

Merritt Williams
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"There are a lot of
fees I pay that I have
no idea that I'm
paying for, and don't
use sometimes."
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Josh Marbert

"I don't use but half of
them, and certainly not
all of them."

Thomas Solon
"Yes, I do feel like
I use these fees, and
whether or not I use
them all at once, I
recognize that I will
use them in my
college career."

Subscriptions are available by mail for $35/semester or $60/year. Send your name, address and phone number with a check
payable to Clemson University to: The Tiger - Circulation Department, 315 Hendrix Student Center, Clemson University, Clemson,
SC 29633-1586. Perspectives expressed by individual members of The Tiger, guest columnists and Speak Out subjects do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of The Tiger as a whole, its staff members or Clemson University.

Want to share your opinion? Just
select the QR code with your
smartphone or QR code reader
app to take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook page. Type
your thoughts on the issue this
week and view others' comments.
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is now being classified as level-three
WILLIAM CARROLL

Columnist

Maybe I'm just a cynic, but
I'm getting a little tired of
Cooper
Library.
There's
not one particular facet that irritates
me; I just think it's time Cooper got a
little bit of a facelift. Does anyone else
feel like it's time to do away with the
dirty, worn-out carpets? I say strip the
carpets, and let's get something a little
more collegiate and a little less "Motel
6". 1 also think it's time to get rid of
the aluminum bookshelves. When

dangerous. The former criminal to
be given a rating this high robbed the
school's dispensary last year and used a
clever alliterative name.
(END SCENE)
No, no, no, that's ridiculous ...
Maybe I'm shortsighted, but I just
fail to see the purpose for the daily
rounds these cops are performing. I'm
sure somebody can 6nd a more useful
application of these officers' time. But
what do I know? I just can't figure it
out. In a way, the reasons there are cops
patrolling our library is a lot like what
goes into Harcombe's beef stroganoff;
no one really knows. God, that's a cheap
joke. That's all I have to say about the
patrolling police officer. It's more or less
irrelevant because tfie majority of the
issues I have with our library lie within

did mahogany become passe? Hell,
I'd even settle for Oak. How about
those cheap, laminate cubicles that
litter our first, second, third and fifth
floors? Tell me those weren't picked up
at a garage sale. And it seems like no
two desks are ever the same. Its like
Clemson has been collecting desks from

both current and future. If you're
concerned with making us a top 20

anonymous donors and using those to
fill its library. Whatever the explanation
may be, Cooper Library needs some

public university, I think that you
are neglecting a problem that's right
on our doorstep. Surely we love our

new furniture.
As a little bit of an aside, does
anyone else wonder why there's a

multi-million dollar indoor football
training facility, (seriously, we do. Go
Tigers!) but maybe instead of spending
all $50 million of your athletic facility

police officer that patrols our library?
Everyday around noon I see a different
police officer casing the building. Is this
necessary? Maybe they're looking for
underage drinking. Clemson cops do
seem to have a bloodhound's scent for
alcohol. Maybe they received a call from
a Mrs. Silence Dogood complaining
about the raucous jabber on the second
floor. Perhaps there's a book bandit on
the loose! Yes, I can see it now...
(BEGIN SCENE. A college dorm
room. Clothing is piled in the middle of
the floor. A TV set is playing the evening
news ... )
Newscaster: Attention Clemson
Students, alleged reports of the Cooper
Library book bandit have officially been
confirmed by local law enforcement
agents today.
The suspect was last seen on
Wednesday leaving through the entrance
of Cooper Library with two accomplices
and a hardback copy of "To Kill a
Mockingbird". Sources at the library
say that they're also missing a copy of
Jane Austen's "Pride and Prejudice".
More information has revealed that the
suspect has three overdue books and

its interior design.
Clemson Administration, can you
please put some money into Cooper
Library? Invest in your students —

REGULATIONS
ENFORCED
YEAR ROUND.

For a complete listing of parking rules
and regulations, visit clemson.edu/parking.

improvement budget, spend just $49
million (what?), and use the additional
$1 million to improve the library.
Replace the dozens of broken
chairs on the second floor. Replace the
plywood and laminate tables that have
been carelessly arranged throughout the
building. Give us some sort of structure
with your table arrangement instead
of just buying a bunch of inexpensive,
auctioned-off cubicles and vomiting
them wherever there's space available.
Is it too much to ask for a carpet that
doesn't make me feel like I'm studying
at a rec center? For a school that prides
itself on its engineering and architecture
programs, there doesn't seem to be
any brilliant design or function found
within Cooper Library.
I'll close with this: if you want to be
a top university, Clemson, do yourself

"WHAT CAN YOU DO
WITH THAT DEGREE?"

WHATEVER YOU WANT.

a favor and Google some of the top 20
universities and their libraries; tell me if
they look anything like Cooper.

is a junior majoring
in accounting. Email comments to
letters@thetigernews.com.
WILLIAM CARROLL
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U.S. Postal Service Closini

SENIOR STAFF

JOSEPH HEMDWOU

Columnist

It's no secret that the U.S. Postal Service has seen
better days. Last year alone, the federal service
lost over $15 billion — all taken directly from
the U.S. Treasury. The service hasn't taken direct
taxpayer funds since the 1980s, but this loss is still
felt by the American economy.
Recently, those within the organization have
pushed to cut Saturday deliveries, a suggestion that
has been repeatedly shot down by Congress. The
cut would only affect letters; packages will still be
delivered every day (even Saturday). The Postal
Service predicts that this move would reduce costs
by around $2 billion, but many in Congress are
standing firm behind old-fashioned snail mail. Yet,
in this electronic world, where almost any required
communication can take place online, should
Saturday be the only step taken? Why not do away
with the whole system?
Innovation requires demise, and while paper
mail is something that has existed for hundreds of
years, it isn't impervious to this cycle. Sooner or later,
it will be done away with in favor of a more effective
method. Email is surely this next step. The idea that
any sentimental attachment to mail should prevent

TIGER

its departure stands squarely in the way of economic
efficiency. While certain objects, such as cards or
personal letters, hold emotional value, the majority
of mail, bills and advertisements for example, hold
no significance for most of us. It would save both
time and space to have these sent not to a physical
mailbox, but rather a virtual one.
Another clear benefit to cutting the already dying
service is something that most would agree on — it
would save a lot of money. Congress is set to enact
massive spending cuts in just a few weeks; these cuts
will be felt by everyone living in America. Students,
soldiers, the elderly ■— all will be forced to give up
programs that many have grown dependent on.
Cutting the Postal Service, and subsequently saving
over $15 billion, would allow programs that are
perhaps more beneficial to continue.
While this monetary benefit is surely desirable,
an obvious problem is that certain things still need to
be delivered physically. Luckily for all of us, there are
already services that would account for this necessity.
Both FedEx and UPS, to continue operating with
a profit, have come up with business models that
are much more efficient than the federally managed
Postal Service,. While the Postal Service does its
job well, others do it better. So why not trust these
companies to fill the void that would be created
by the dissolution of the federal alternative? This

would increase the size of those companies and any
smaller ones that would likely pop up, and thus
balance out the unfortunate but unavoidable loss
of jobs.
The loss of jobs is a big reason why many still
support the existence of the U.S. Postal Service. The
Postal Service currently employs over half a million
employees; to see so many lose their jobs would
admittedly be harsh. However, this effect could be
tempered by a staggered approach to the dissolution.
Perhaps by cutting the service by one day intervals,
the economy would not be overwhelmed by the
unemployed, instead allowing them to assimilate
into newer, better-suited positions.
Leaving behind physical mail isn't just about
switching from letters to email, it speaks to the
changes that technology seems to be forcing on us
— some good, some bad. Social media in particular,
including email, has left us wondering what the
relationship is between physical communication
and the relationships we have with one another.
Unfortunately, these changes are unavoidable,
and the growing pains must be accepted as part of
the transition.
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Vatican Episode Four: A New Pope
had adequate strength to fulfill the duties of the
ANDREW VERDONE

Columnist

On Monday, Feb. 11, Pope Benedict XVI
announced his resignation as head of the
Catholic Church due to poor health and
advanced age. As a Catholic, this came as a huge
surprise to me; I honestly wasn't aware that a pope
could resign. Pope John Paul II died during his
papacy, as did most popes before him. In fact, the
last pope to tesign was Pope Gregory XII in 1415.
Pope Benedict XVTs announcement also comes right
at the beginning of Lent, which started early this
week with Ash Wednesday on Feb. 13.
This sudden announcement and strange timing
brought two major questions: Why did Pope Benedict
XVI resign? Who will be elected as the new pope?
The first question is much easier to answer than
the latter. The state of the pope's health and agedness
was brought up when he was elected in 2005.
According to Canon law, or the beliefs of the Church,
there is no precedent for who can say the pope is
incapacitated and unable to effectively rule over the
Church. Therefore, the pope must decide at his own
discretion when he is no longer able to adequately
lead the Church. According to tradition, the pope is
only required to let the College of Cardinals know
before he resigns, and he must do so of his own
free will.
The pope gave the reasons for his retirement to
be because of his advanced age and that he no longer

pontiff. At 85 years old, it is understandable that he
was feeling his years. The position requires extensive
travel and puts a lot of stress on the pope. In 2012
alone he travelled to Lebanon, Mexico and Cuba,
along with leading one billion followers and ruling
a small country. Pope Benedict XVI was already 78
years old when he was elected, only two years from
retirement from Cardinalship. Pope John Paul II was
84 when he passed in 2005.
I believe it is good that if the pope feels he is no
longer feeling well enough to effectively lead and
chose to retire, but I think his timing is a bit off. With
the Church entering its most important season, Lent
and Easter, I'm not sure how it will proceed without
a leader. The pope plans on leaving on the 28th of
February, which is already about two weeks into Lent.
It took a total of 17 days after the passing of Pope
John Paul II to elect a new pope, although that was
in part due to a mourning period and the necessity
to assemble the electors. If this were to repeat, it
would only be about two weeks from Easter itself,
not allowing the new pope to have much time to get
situated. This is also very relative, the election process
itself for the previous election only took two days,
while in the past it has taken months to choose the
new pope.
This is, however, a time of renewal for the Church
(coincidentally coinciding with Lent and Easter). It
now allows the opportunity for a pope to be elected
from a non-European country. The Roman Catholic
Church consists of over a billion members worldwide,
and yet there has been a long held tradition of strictly
European popes, with the exception of St. Peter

and the early popes from Israel. And technically
there have been several African popes, although
they were Caucasian and from the Northern coast
near Italy. In the last Papal Conclave, or electorate
group, there were 58 European electors, 35 American
electors (of both North and South America) and 11
electors each from Africa and Asia. This does make
the outcome seem favorable for another European
pope, because traditionally the next pope is chosen
from among the Conclave. However, there is a strong
possibility that the next pope could be from one of
the Americas. There is a huge following in Latin
America, specifically Mexico and Brazil, which have
the second and first largest populations of Catholics
consecutively. In fourth is the United States, which
does not put us out of the running.
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A non-European pope would not be altogether
too surprising and, in my opinion, would have
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a positive effect on the Church overall. It would
show that it's not so rooted in tradition that it is
unaccepting of any change that wouldn't alter its
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religious standings. Although the timing of Pope
Benedict XVTs resignation is not exactly ideal, it
could give way to important progress for the Catholic
Church. And, if there were to be a Brazilian pope,
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the near future.
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The steady decline of Black History Month
SAMUEL WILKES

Columnist

Black History Month has seemingly
become less significant as time has passed.
In my late teens, I now realize that when
it comes to actually observing the traditions
that the month entails, students, educators and
institutions alike become somnambulistic, just
mimicking the steps of the past with little to
no fervency. Apart from a few emails, I really
haven't heard anything at all about Black History
Month. It's like it was here one day and the next
it vanished. And when we bring it up, it becomes
remedial and redundant. The same facts and
values are repeated every year with no credence
as to how important they really are. Sure enough,
every February we hear about Martin Luther King
Jr., Malcolm X, Harriet Tubman and Rosa Parks
— not that they don't deserve recognition, but
they do not and cannot comprise the magnitude
of Black history.
Black History Month was created as a way to
intertwine the American Negro into the history of

•*9

America as a whole. February was designated to
be a special month commemorating the births of
both Frederick Douglass and Abraham Lincoln.
This being said, the presence of racism and the.
civil rights movement has taken the emphasis off
togetherness and forced it onto one-sidedness.
The events that have created divisions cannot be
forgotten, but they must not continue to be the
prominent idea of Black History Month.
Black History Month isn't for AfricanAmericans alone. It draws on influences from
John Steinbeck, Steven Spielberg, Harper Lee
and even Albert Einstein. The individual actions
of Napoleon Bonaparte, Abraham Lincoln, John
F. Kennedy, J. Edgar Hoover and Frederik de
Klerk have all had a substantial and global effect
on the lives of blacks. The motives behind their
actions have changed black culture as a whole.
These figures allow the conflict to be viewed from
an objective point of view; Black History Month
transforms from a mundane show of eager
separation to a global vanguard of representation.
One constantly repeated argument is that the
elimination of such a month will reduce tension
and urge cooperation and yearlong celebration.
This is ideal, yet we can't assume that this will

necessarily be the outcome. Instead, we should
work contrary to popular belief. Initiating a
yearlong celebration now and incorporating
Black history with American history will render
Black History Month theoretically irrelevant (if
that is a solution.)
Regardless, observance of black history
shouldn't end when February does. It's critical to
include it when considering history as a whole —
each defining piece makes up the infrastructure
of our shared culture. Removing one piece, like
in the game Ker Plunk, will ultimately make the
whole entity collapse.
As insightful students and the blossoming
leaders of our next generation, I would encourage
everyone to go out and participate in the events
of Black History Month on or around campus.
This presents a great way to incorporate black
history into your life. There are things that are
best learned through firsthand experience. The
paths of nations are not as divided as they seem,
and experiencing this personally will allow for an
opportunity to realize this.
There are a few different opportunities
to get involved with on campus. Students
wanting to participate should consult Clemson

University's Multicultural Programs and Services
website (http://www.clemson.edu/campus-life/
multicultural-programs/index.html).
Have a great February and remember that
everyone deserves social recognition and an
opportunity to associate with something positive
and much larger than themselves. I cannot
stress how important this has become in the
21st century — just look around (individuals
embarrassed of our present and what we are
becoming shouldn't be afraid to look to the
past). For the sake of our future, we can't afford
to forget and relive the mistakes of our past.
We must use the evaluation of such mistakes to
improve our tomorrows and the tomorrows of
our progeny. We shouldn't argue about who gets
specific values represented at specific times, but
rather work toward making sure that these values
are used to positively affect our society as a whole.
In the end, Black History Month is not as much
a cry for attention as it is a plea for acceptance,
reconciliation and rejuvenation.
SAMUEL WILKES is a freshman majoring in
English. Email comments to letters@thetigernews.
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No excuse
for students
Aaron Ransdell
asst. sports editor

ROBBIE TINSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

It seems fitting that on a very young team,
sophomore starting pitcher Daniel Gossett already
comes off like the unflappable ace of the team.
After going 6-3 and leading the team in strikeouts
and strikeouts per inning a year ago, the right-hander
from nearby Lyman, S.C., will be the opening day
starter on Friday as the Tigers take on the Tribe from
William and Mary.
"It's a huge honor and I'm very grateful for the
opportunity," Gossett said. "I'm just trying not to
think too deeply into it. It's just another game and if
I get inside my own head, it will become my worst
enemy."

Despite only having one year of experience in
college, the man they call "Goose" should already
be used to performing well in the spotlight. In his
first career start at home, he carried a perfect game
into the sixth inning of a midweek game against
Winthrop before allowing a leadoff single. He
finished with seven innings of shutout ball, allowing
three hits and striking out 13.
In the biggest start of the year for him last year,
he started the second game of Regionals last year in
Columbia, S.C. Gossett threw seven strong innings
of four-hit, two-run ball against host No. 2 South
Carolina. Despite his eight strikeouts, the Tigers
went on to lose in 12 innings on a walk-off single.
The experience is something that Gossett hopes
to grow from.

"After that first inning at [South] Carolina, I
talked to Joseph Moorfield and he said, 'that is the
hardest first pitch you are ever going to make.' I took
that to heart by thinking that might be the hardest
situation I'll ever have to be in. That's a confidence
boost, knowing that I've done it before; why can't I
do it again?"
That mindset is a complete 180 from last year
when the Byrnes graduate admitted that he was
very nervous in the days leading up to opening day
against University of Alabama-Birmingham. He
says that the difference between how he felt last year
compared to this year is "an experience in itself."
"I was lying in bed last night and thinking about
see GOOSE page C2

No. 20 Lady Tigers wreck Tech
MORGAN WANG
CORRESPONDANT

The No. 20 Clemson women's tennis
team began ACC play by defeating No.
22 Georgia Tech 6-1, on Wednesday
at the Clemson Indoor Tennis Center.
Clemson (3-2, 1-0 ACC) is now 27-9
all-time against the Yellow Jackets (2-3,
0-1 ACC).
Clemson began strongly by capturing
the doubles point and finished the day
in convincing fashion, winning five of
the six singles matches.
Clemson and Georgia Tech split the
first two doubles matches, with the
doubles pair of Liz Jeukeng/Ani Miao
winning 8-2 and the doubles pair
of Romy Koelzer/Beatrice Gumulya
falling 4-8.
Clemson clinched the doubles point
on court 1 when Yana Koroleva and

Tristen Dewar won an intense match
against Georgia Tech's Kendal Woodard
and Megan Kurey, 7-4 in the tiebreaker.
At first, the Tigers' doubles pair started
poorly, losing the first three games, but
the pair fought back by winning seven
of the next ten games to lead 7-6. At
that point, Dewar served for the match,
but Woodard and Kurey broke back,
forcing a tiebreaker. In the tiebreak,
Koroleva took control and finished
with a flourish, slamming a crosscourt
forehand winner.
In
singles,
Clemson
started
impressively on courts 1 and 2 when
nationally ranked No. 26 Koroleva
smashed No. 62 Elizabeth Kilborn 6-0,
6-2, and nationally ranked No. 49 Liz
Jeukeng dispatched Kendal Woodard
6-2, 6-3. With the victories, Koroleva
and Jeukeng improved their career
records to 9-4 and 5-1, respectively.

With the wins on courts 1 and 2
along with the doubles point, Clemson
only needed one more point to defeat
the Yellow Jackets, and Romy Koelzer
was the clincher on court 4, defeating
Alex Anghelescu 6-3, 6-4.
On court 3, Clemson's nationallyranked No. 57 Beatrice Gumulya found
herself in a struggle with Tech's Megan
Kurey. The first two sets were split 4-6,
6-1, and the pivotal third set went to a
tiebreaker, with Gumulya prevailing 7-1
in the tiebreak.
Clemson's Ani Miao followed with
a routine victory over Tech's Muriel
Wacker 6-3, 6-0 on court 5.
In the last match of the day, Clemson
gave up its only point when Dewar lost
3-6, 5-7 to Natasha Prokhnevska.
Clemson plays next at No. 2 Florida
and No. 5 Stanford in Gainesville,
Fla. on Feb. 22-23.

see NO EXCUSE page C2
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SCORES
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Sunday, 2/10
N.C. State 79 - Clemson 45
Raleigh, N.C.

Romy Kolzer is 11-6 on the season.

Clemson students, where are
you at? (have you been?)
From the time of the first
men's
basketball
game
this
season, student attendance has
been pitiful to say the least,
hardly even filling up the lower
ends of the bowl. And for most
of the games students have only
remained seated.
The
head
coach
of the
basketball team shouldn't have to
lure students to come watch the
third ranked team in the country
with free popcorn and soda. It
shouldn't take free T-shirts to
draw in students to watch such a
talented basketball team. All of
those things are nice additions,
but they shouldn't be necessary.
Whether the coaches or players
will admit it or not, they do notice
the lack of student attendance and
they want so much for a chaotic fan
base to intimidate opponents giving
Clemson a home-court advantage.
But have you heard that pitiful
hum on defense during men's
games? That's all that is left of
the faithful students, and even
they are predominately the group
of students in Central Spirit.
Clemson hasn't filled every seat
in the arena this season, and it is
likely that it won't.
Prior to the season, during
the ACC media days for men's
basketball, several players from
other schools were asked about
which arena in the conference
was the toughest to play in.
Aside from the obvious answer of
Cameron Indoor Stadium, several
of them mentioned Littlejohn
Coliseum as the most daunting
and intimidating place to play.
This is surprising to say
the least considering that the
students of Clemson have shown
lackadaisical support for the past
two years, even though they aren't
required to pay anything extra to
attend. It is as simple as showing
up to the games and rooting on
the school that they attend.
At each game I attend, I
scratch my head from confusion
wondering why the student

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Sunday, 2/10
N.C. State 59- Clemson 58
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Wednesday, 2/13
Clemson 6 - Georgia Tech 1
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday, 2/15
vs. Alabama, 2:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

BASEBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday, 2/15
Sunday, 2/17
vs. William and Mary, 4 p.m. vs. Miami, 6 p.m.
Clemson, S.C
Clemson, S.C.
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the different aspects of pitching,
both mentally and physically," Gossett
said. "Just lying there and thinking, I
felt more and more confident because
of that mindset. I'm going out there to
compete, not just survive,"
That confidence is vital to a pitcher's
success, according to Gossett.
"I feel like as a pitcher, you have to
be [supremely confident]. You can't
be out there throwing scared; it's
going to affect your mindset and your
mechanics."
■
But despite the lofty expectations
and the current label of "the Friday
Night Starter," he knows that he
cannot get complacent.
"[Being the No. 1 starter] is
something I would love to keep
doing," Gossett said. "It is a coveted
spot and I know I'm going to have to
work on to keep it. We've got a bunch
of good guys, and if I'm not doing
my job, then I'm going to be replaced
really quick."
The hard-throwing righty was
mainly a fastball and curveball pitcher
last year, but he worked hard in the
offseason to add another weapon to
his arsenal.
"I worked on a change-up very
prestigiously in the offseason, because
I knew that was something that was
lacking from my game previously,"
Gossett said.
"It's something that can be really
effective; we saw [freshman righthanded pitcher]
Jake Long come
1
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in here and he's dicing up Division
I hitters with his nasty change-up.
Watching that, I knew that I needed
to develop my own change-up."
Gossett says that he feels comfortable
with his new pitch, which is a modified
circle-change. Being comfortable is
something that is key to throwing an
off-speed pitch effectively., He varies
between a two-seam and a four-seam
fastball depending on situations.
Despite only being a sophomore,
"Goose" is trying to do all he can to
help the incoming class of freshman
pitchers that include left-handers
Matthew Crownover and Zach Erwin,
who have been the talk of the offseason
within the program.
"I've been telling these guys that
you are here for a reason. You are at
Clemson because of how good you
are. There is nothing that you need
to change. [Pitching] Coach Pepicelli
has got them where they need to be.
They have shown in the scrimmages
that they can be effective, so why
change your effectiveness once the
games start?"
As someone who grew up coming to
games at Doug Kingsmore Stadium,
he admitted that his favorite memory
was Tyler Colvin's walk-off grand slam
to beat Oral Roberts in the first game
of the 2006 Super Regionals. Colvin
now plays in the major leagues for the
Colorado Rockies.
On Friday at 4 p.m., Gossett will get
a chance to create some memories at
Doug Kinsmore for a new generation
of Tigers.

Across the Desk

Our editors weigh in on: the Clemson baseball team
Aaron Ransdell
asst. sports editor

Robbie Tinsley
sports editor

Hitter to watch — 2B Steve Wilkerson: Wilkerson
didn't start the season as hot as some would like, but
he brought up his batting average with two extended
hitting streaks, and with another solid season, the Tigers
can lean on him to get on base. The All-ACC selection
in 2012 will likely start at the top of the line-up.

Hitter to Watch — CF Thomas Brittle: The Tigers
started firing on more cylinders once Brittle caught fire
toward the back-end of last season. Like a lot of guys on
this team, he won't be someone who will hit the ball out of
the ballpark very often, but he will be able to turn singles
into doubles and doubles into triples with his speed.

Pitcher to watch — RHP Scott Firth While Gossett
has a lot of buzz around him, the team's best arm belongs
to Firth, and he has a lot to prove this season, with a
shaky 2012 campaign. Firth is mainly used in relief, and
had a team-high three saves last year, with a team-best
2.09 ERA in 24 relief appearances. I think he's going
to improve his draft stock with an impressive season.

Pitcher to Watch — RHP Daniel Gossett: When
I first saw Gossett pitch a year ago, I could not
wait to see him in the weekend rotation. When he
is on his game and going after hitters, he is a lot of
fun to watch on the mound. If he can continue his
progress, he will be the Tigers' ace for the next
two seasons before he's off to greener pastures.

Name you'll get to know — OF Steven Duggar
Clemson will be thanking their lucky stars that freshman
Steven Duggar fell in the draft. The lefty hitter was
the top prospect in the state of South Carolina for his
position and was projected to go in the second to fifth
rounds of the draft. This consistent hitter who had a
.444 batting average is going to draw attention early.

Name You'll Get to Know — LHP Matt Crownover:
This is a name that was on everyone's lips when we first
got a chance to talk with the team a couple weeks ago.
Crownover had Tommy John surgery this time last year,
bllt the southpaw has been lighting up spring camp.
The staff might hold him back early, but I wouldn't be
surprised to see a May start or two from Crownover.

Expectation — Personally, I can see this team making
Omaha, but I don't think it's their year to win it.
I think they will definitely make a super-regional,
though norhing after that is guaranteed. They're
simply just too young to be a top team and it could
be called a "rebuilding" year. They're not without
talent though, and I expect them to finish 37-19.

Expectation — Youth is a volatile thing. This is a team
I could see getting off to a hot-start and having the
cockiness to know no better than to keep winning, but I
could see a slow start leading to a very bad season indeed.
It would be a cop-out to split the difference, so I will say
that the former will be a closer scenario as Leggett and
Co. host a Regional and play in a game to go to Omaha.

NO EXCUSES from page Cl
through the air and throw down
put-back dunks? Why wouldn't they
want to see the future of the team,
like players Adonis Filer and Jordan
Roper? Why wouldn't they want to
come and support Devin Booker in
his senior season as he carries the load
for the team?
I ask these questions every home
game, and I can never seem to figure
it out. As I talk to other students
who have been here for three or more
years, I ask them if they went to the
most recent game, and I'm floored to
find out that many of them have only
attended two or three games in their
attendance at Clemson University.
It's as if word-of-mouth quickly
spread around and every one decided
that basketball games just aten't cool.
I've been embarrassed by the
turnouts throughout this season,
mainly because the student body is
so close to an impressive venue and
could watch an exciting team that
gets to play top-level talent all season.
Clemson is in one of the best
conferences in the nation, hosting
top-ranked teams and playing NBA
bound players every season.
I look to Clemson's most recent
game against North Carolina State
specifically, where the Wolfpack had

two sure-fire first round draft picks,
C.J. Leslie and Lorenzo Brown. This
is also a game against a team that was
ranked in the top five in the country
at one point. Add on top of that the
game could have sent Clemson into
the top half of the conference; one
would think that the student body
would have some sort of interest in
rooting their team on.
Though the Clemson basketball
team hasn't had the kind of success
that the football program has had
recently, there is no doubt that
students have written them off, and
only the passionate select few will
attend nearly every game. I've never
expected someone to go to every
game of the season, but with nearly
20-thousand students at Clemson, I
expect at least three thousand of them
to be interested in coming to support.
The average student gets four
seasons of every sport where they are
able to get easily accessible good seats.
That is four football seasons, four
baseball seasons, and four basketball
seasons. After those four years,
the privilege of enjoying Clemson
athletics with the student body is
gone forever and you're probably
going to want that back.
Take advantage of the amazing
opportunity that is presented because
Clemson needs it, and it will only last
for so long.
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Leggett, young Tigers begin road to Omaha
KEVIN THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Back in early June, the
Clemson baseball team walked
off the field after losing its second
game to rival South Carolina,
leaving Clemson knocked out
of the NCAA Regionals. That
afternoon was the end of an
up-and-down season for the
Tigers that saw them finish with
a record of 35-28 and third in the
ACC. This season, the team will
try to build off of last year and get
back to Omaha for the College
World Series.
Clemson enters the 2013
season unranked in the collegiate
baseball polls. The Adantic Coast
Conference will be, like always,
tough again this year. Four ACC
teams are ranked in the preseason
top 25, with North Carolina being
the highest rated.
As a team, the Tigers are very
young this season as nearly half of
the roster is in its first year with
the program. However, Clemson
brought in the No. 5 recruiting class
according to Collegiate Baseball, so
the young guys could not only play
early but also will be required to
make an impact.
One question for this year's
team will be pitching. The staff
is deep, as 10 of the 13 pitchers
who saw action last year return
this season, but they lose three
experienced starters in Dominic
Leone, Kevin Brady and David
Hasleden. The Friday starter for
the Tigers will be sophomore righthander Daniel Gossett. Gossett
came on strong at the tail end of
the 2012 campaign, finishing with
a record of 6-3.
"I always wanted to be the
Friday night guy, since I was eightyears-old," Gossett said.
Patrick Andrews is slated to
be the Saturday starter. Andrews
is a hard-throwing right-handed
sophomore who can overpower
hitters. The Sunday starter is senior
right-hander Scotty Firth. He's

been a starter and reliever in his
as if Tyler Krieger and Jay Baum
career and has compiled an 11-2
could fill those spots. Kreiger, a
record thus far. Clemson needs
freshman, is a switch-hitting player
Firth to take his game to another who could be very good down the
level this season.
road. Baum saw time in the outfield
Junior righty Kevin Pohle
and infield last season and will be a
could slide into the weekend
good candidate to start at third base.
rotation later on the season, but
Shane Kennedy could also see
at third base, as he was a JUCO
right now, he is still recovering
from an unspecified injury. There American at Santa Fe College last
are two freshmen left-handers
season. Another freshman with a ton
who could also make an impact as
of potential is Jackson Campana.
starters this season, and Matthew The 6-foot, 6-inch Campana has
Crownover and Zack Erwin.
big-time power, which is what this
Crownover has been recovering Tigers team needs.
from Tommy John surgery, but is
The leader of the Clemson
outfield is senior centerflelder
well ahead of schedule and could
Thomas Brittle. Brittle was a
see some action opening weekend.
The bullpen will be lead by rightsecond team All-ACC selection
last season, as he hit .298 with
handers Matt Campbell and
a team-high 15 steals. Some of
Jonathan Meyer. Meyer pitched
the guys vying for the other two
more innings last season than
outfield spots are Tyler Slaton,
any other Tiger, and Campbell
had a 2.49 ERA before suffering Maleeke Gibson and Steven
Duggar. Slaton, a junior, is a
a season-ending injury in late
speedster who was Clemson's
April. Senior left-hander Joseph
top pinch-runner a season ago.
Moorefield will also be counted
on in the 2013 season, especially Another speedster is the freshman
Gibson. Gibson can really cover
as a left-handed specialist.
The catcher position for the some real estate in the outfield
and is able to fly around the
Tigers is still up for grabs between
base paths. Duggar was the No.
sophomore Garrett Boulware and
1 position player coming out of
freshman Matt Reed. Boulware
South Carolina last year and has a
struggled at the plate last season,
chance to start right away because
but the coaches believe that he
has the arm and defensive skills to . of his ability at the plate.
The 2013 Tigers have a tall task
handle the position.
ahead of them to build off of the
The right side of the infield is
success of last season, but this squad
solidified for the Tigers, but the left
has the talent to do so. Clemson will
side still has some question marks.
Junior John McGibbon returns and kick this season off with a weekend
series beginning on Feb. 15 against
will start at first base. McGibbon
is the team's top returning power William & Mary at Doug Kingsmore
Stadium. The game times are 4 p.m.
guy, and will have to become more
on Friday, Saturday at 2 p.m, and
consistent at the plate to help make
Sunday at 1 p.m.
up for the loss of guys like Richie
"I'm looking forward to
Shaffer and Jason Stolz.
Leggett said. "I'm excited abou
Junior switch-hitter Steve
and I think our kids are looking
Wilkerson returns at second base
forward to playing somebody in a
after a stellar sophomore season.
different color uniform when there
Wilkerson is a preseason third team
is something on the line. We have
All-American and is looking to build
been working on fundamentals and
off of last season's .295 average.
our rhythm, and I think we are
There is still some uncertainty as
ready to go. Friday should be an
to who will start at shortstop and
exciting day for us."
third base for Clemson, but it looks
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Pack pulverize
ROB SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

of the NCAA Zones, with
a score of 282.98 in the
3-meter. Fellow teammati
Emily Howard won
3-meter with a score
305.85. Megan Helwagat.
won the 1-meter for the
Tigers with a ArH)fff8££.
Performances by other Tigers
rounded ouj 3K Bents arid
placed several of trHladies on
the ACC leaderboBis.
"I couldn't be happier
with the girls," Head Coach
Leslie Hasselbach Adams
said. "They all stood up
and competed well. We've
been putting them in a lot
of meet simulations during
practices. They ju|| made it
happen today. AM of their
preparation leading up to our
ACC Championship meet is
right on schedule."
During the intermission,
several members of the men's
soccer team competed in a
cannonball contest.
The diving team returns
to the water on Feb. 20 at
the ACC Championships in
Greensboro, N.C.

CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

This
past
Saturday,
the Women's Diving team
hosted their inaugural home
meet against the Davidson
Wildcats.
Three
Tigers
performed well enough to
land themselves in the NCAA
Zone Championships.
Elizabeth Tatum, the only
senior on the team, had an
outstanding day for the last
meet of the season. In the
3-meter, she finished second
with a score of 305.4 and
third in the 1-meter with a
score of 275.1.
"When I have fun and
when I loosen up, that's when
I really do well," Tatum said.
"Today I wanted to really
concentrate on just coming
out, having fun and doing it for
me. I ended up competing the
I best I've competed all season."
Tatum was honored with a
. framed jacket and a bouquet of
flowers before the meet.
Juliana Melchionda also
Ifhad a performance worthy

The Lady Tigers get bounced by
N.C. State in Raleigh 79-45 Sunday
afternoon. The Wolfpack finished off
the Clemson after an 18-2 run to finish
the first half, a lead the Lady Tigers
could not overcome. This latest loss
brings the Lady Tigers to (6-17, 2-10
ACC) and N.C. State improved to (1212, 4-8 ACC).
Clemson shot (.264) field goal
percentage on the day and went 1
for 6 on three pointers against N.C.
State shooting (.403) from the field
and shooting a lights out 10-23 from
3-point land the Wolfpack was hard to
stop on Sunday.
Two Lady Tigers shined on Sunday
in Quinyotta Pettaway and Nikki
Dixon. Nikki Dixon scored a game
high 15 points hitting 9 of her 10 free

throws to go along with three blocks
in the game.
Quinyotta Pettaway also scored in
double-figures as usual, scoring ten
points and snagging nine rebounds as
she maintained her average of almost
a double-double on the season at 10.5
points and 9.3 rebounds a game.
The Wolfpack was led by a strong
bench presence in Breezy Williams and
Myeshia Goodwin-Coleman scoring a
dozen a piece. N.C. State had three
other players score in double figures
to combine with a gripping defensive
performance holding the Lady Tigers
to (.208) percentage in the second half.
The Wolfpack dominated on the
boards finishing with 51 total rebounds
and 26 of those were offensive, holding
the Lady Tigers to 37 total boards and
16 offensive. Clemson also finished
with 21 turnovers, 8 more than the
Wolfpack's 13 for the night.

Pettway used another double-figure night to maintain her 10.5 pt/game average.
iPENCEH KOHN/photo editor
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Wood burns
Tigers at buzzer
GAVIN OLIVER
STAFF WRITER

Three weeks ago to the day, North
Carolina State held off Clemson in
Raleigh, N.C., after a late Clemson
turnover relinquished the Tigers'
opportunity to tie the game with a
3-point shot at the buzzer.
Playing Clemson for the second and
final time of the regular season on
Sunday afternoon in Littlejohn, N.C.
State did not make the same mistake.
Down by two with 7.5 seconds
remaining in regulation, Scott Wood
halted a three-game losing streak by
hitting a 3-pointer from the corner
to hand the Tigers their third straight
defeat by a 58-57 final score.
Wood used a baseline ball screen
from Richard Howell to separate
himself from Rod Hall before stepping
behind the line to drain the three with
one second remaining.
Damarcus Robinson threw up a
prayer from half court that missed wide
right as the game concluded.
"Obviously a very painful loss,"
Clemson Head Coach Brad Brownell
said. "I thought our guys competed
really hard today and really played well
in certain segments. We turned the ball
over too much, unfortunately didn't
make a late free throw and missed a
layup late that could have sealed it, but
N.C. State hit a big shot and won."
Currently holding a 44 percent
3-point field goal percentage, Wood
was just 2-8 from beyond the arc prior
to the game-winner.
"Running a play for Scott Wood
to make a 3-pointer is like running a
play for somebody to try to get a layup
sometimes," N.C. State Head Coach
Mark Gottfried said. "It's about the
same percentage. He's that good. I
was completely comfortable that I was
going to go for him, go for the jugular
and he made it."
N.C. State (17-7, 6-5 ACC) trailed
Clemson by as much as 12 points and
only held the lead for a total of five
minutes in the game before snatching
the final one.
While Wood was the hero, N.C.
State's trio of Howell, Lorenzo Brown
and C.J. Leslie combined for 43 of

its 58 points, scoring 16, 15 and 12,
respectively, en route to the win.
"It took all of them together to make
that play," said Gottfried. "I'm proud of
our guys for fighting and not giving in
when they certainly could have."
The game was sandwiched with
Wood's 3-pointers, as he started the first
half scoring for the Pack before an 8-0
run gave Clemson an early 8-3 lead.
Clemson (12-11, 4-7) coupled
dominant defense from K.J. McDaniels
— who finished with a team-high five
blocked shots — with a 5-0 run to
extend its lead to 16-7 midway through
the first period.
The Tigers then weathered a 6-0 run
while using an 11-4 advantage in points
off turnovers to lead 42-36 at the half.
Making just his fifth start of the
season, Jordan Roper came out firing
after intermission, scoring Clemson's
first 10 points before posting a game
and career-high 17 points.
"I'm glad to see him make plays,"
Brownell said. "He's a guy who can
score. He came in aggressive and played
well in his first start."
[A stretch of four straight
turnovers and an eight-minute field
goal-less drought plagued the Tigers
in the early going of the second half,]
but McDaniels' 3-pointer with 7:12
remaining put the Tigers up 47-45. The
bucket marked the first field goal of the
second half not scored by Roper.
Rod Hall — who did not start a
game for the first time all season — put
Clemson up by four with 19 seconds to
play, but Brown knocked down two free
throws on the other end to chisel the
deficit to 57-55.
The pressure then shifted to Milton
Jennings, who missed the front end of
a 1-in-l before Wood ended the game.
McDaniels registered 12 points,
and Booker finished with a 10-point
game that pales in comparison to his
27-point effort against the Wolfpack
on Jan. 20.
Clemson turned the ball over 17
times, shooting 38.6 percent while
holding N.C. State to 37.7 percent.
"Each loss hurts, whether it's close
or like the one in Virginia," Roper
said. "We just have to learn from it and
move forward."

Jordan Roper's career-high 17-points were not enough to avoid a season sweep by the N.C. State Wolfpack.
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Behr causing a racket
Former tennis player shines on golf course.
MICHAEL BALIKER
STAFF WRITER

When Stephen Behr Jr. was in
high school, it was unlikely that the
future Tiger golfer would be found
on the driving range. He would still
be on the property of the Florence
Country Club, but the tennis court
was his usual hangout spot.
"I actually started off playing
competitive tennis when I was
younger," Behr said. "I was No. 1 in
the state for about two years before I
eventually got burnt out and started
playing more golf."
Although Behr was never a
Tiger fan growing up, his love of
Clemson was sparked after a visit to
the campus during his junior year at
West Florence High School.
"They.[Coach Penley and Byrd]
showed interest in me after I won
the S.C. Junior, and I took the offer
shortly after."
. After preserving a year of
eligibility last season, Behr stormed
out of the gate in the fall, collecting
two top-10s in three starts. On
a team laden with immeasurable
talent, he surpassed them all with

three under par rounds and a 71.78
scoring average.
According to Behr, his first two
events were a pleasant surprise,
finishing fourth and seventh against
some of the best collegiate players in
the nation.
"For me, it's all about having fun
out there, playing my game and not
putting too much pressure on myself.
Simplicity is key."
He may not have known it at the
time, but Behr joined Michael Hoey,
former Tiger in 1998-2000 and
current European Tour member, as
the only golfers to place in the top10 in their first two starts donning
the beloved Tiger paw. "I think the
biggest thing I accomplished those
weeks was staying in the process, not
getting'ahead of myself and enjoying
the experience. Getting to play for
the Tigers has been something I've
been getting ready for my entire
career and to get to go out there and
live it is awesome."
After a nagging neck injury
prevented him from making it a
third consecutive top-10 finish, Behr
skipped the last event on the fall
schedule to be fully prepared to make
more top-10 visits in the far more

competitive and busy spring schedule.
"My main goal is to take it
one week at a time and give my
best effort every week," the redshirtfreshman said. "Obviously, this is the
season to get it done out there, and I
think we're ready to do exactly that.
I know that if I and my teammates
play our game then we can match up
against any team in the country, no
questions asked."
Off the course, Behr is the
definition of a student-athlete.
He is a recipient of the Clemson
Trustee Scholarship, a Palmetto
scholar, a Hewlett Packard Scholastic
All-American and made the ACC
academic honor roll studying finance.
"I
have
always
been
a
conscientious student and feel like I
could really go far if I put my mind
to it," Behr said. "Golf for me is'
something I really enjoy playing, and
I know I have the talent to someday
play professionally. I guess the best
thing for me to do now is to try to
be the best person I can be and see
where the Lord takes me!"
Behr and the Tigers begin their
spring schedule this weekend in Rio
Mar, Puerto Rico for the Westin Rio
Mar Classic.
Stephen Behr was more of a tennis player, before burning himself out.
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Spencer Kohn
Photo Editor
Fish intimidates many people; it's often portrayed as the
most difficult type of protein to cook, perhaps unfairly. If
you like the taste of fish or are looking forward to a meat-free
existence for the next 40 or so days, it's a lot easier to cook
tasty fish than you may think. From a nutritional and taste
standpoint, there are two types of fish: whitefish and oily fish.

Whitefish, much like the name implies, is white in color and
generally has a milder taste. Tilapia, cod and haddock tend to
have a non-offensive, less fishy taste that pairs well with citrus,
mild vegetables and white wine. On the other end of the scale,
oily fish are usually characterized by a larger fat and oil content
along with a stronger taste. Salmon, anchovy and mackerel fall
into this category and are utilized in everything from sushi to
pizza. Accompanying the higher fat content in these fish is a
plethora of vitamins and essential fatty acids — healthy for both
mind and body.
For our purposes, we shall stick to the lower-calorie tilapia
fillet found in nearly every grocery. While this recipe is certainly

not complex, it does take a bit of time. If you bought frozen
fish, give it at least 12 hours in the refrigerator to fully thaw,
keeping it covered.
The potatoes and cauliflower are easy to prepare. Chop each
into large bite-sized pieces and place in large bowl, tossing with
a couple tablespoons of olive oil, pepper and sea salt to taste.
Atrange in a greased cast iron skillet or large pan with a lid,
but do not stack and allow space in between each. Bury sprigs
of fresh fennel among the mixture. Slice the lemon into thin
circles, and place atop the vegetables. Bake at 350 F for roughly
45 minutes. The baking time varies based on the size of pieces,
but remove the dish about 5-10 minutes after the edges of the
potatoes turn golden.
While the dish is cooking, prep the fish with a light coat
of melted butter. Squeeze a slice of lemon over each piece, and
sprinkle a moderate coating of paprika, usually a teaspoon and
a half, over the top of each fillet. Place the fish in a greased cast
iron pan or rimmed baking sheet surrounded by halved Kalamata
olives and lemon slices, and cook alongside the vegetable mix.
Much like the vegetables, baking time varies, but most fillets
will be done within 7-9 minutes. Fish will be done when the
flesh is opaque, much like chicken, and flakes apart with a fork.
Best served while hot, the finished dish is perfect as a stand
alone, but can also be complimented by side dishes involving
spinach, yogurt or a Mediterranean influence.
For this recipe, the mild taste of tilapia is complemented
by lemon, potato and cauliflower; however, the basic concept
of fish and baked vegetables is vastly interchangeable. Stronger
tasting fish, such as salmon, go best with stronger vegetables,
such as asparagus. The opposite is generally true with whitefish.
Regardless, baking makes fish more accessible to the average
cook, yet the result remains worthy of any professional chef.

Ingredients:
• Roughly two dozen small red or
golden potatoes
• One head of cauliflower
• 3 Tilapia fillets
• 1 half cup Kalamata olives
• 2 Lemons
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A Clems on Perspective: Stephanie Post
Joshua S. Kelly
Columnist

JliT^

Hammers, large blunt objects, knives and large boxes of fire
that react temperatures upward of 2,200 degrees Fahrenheit —
these are just a few of the tools BFA senior Stephanie Post uses
in her studio to make fractured life-size portrait busts and giant
organic shapes out of ceramics.
Ceramics has a long history in the art world. First used
to make religious and cultic figurines by the earliest human
societies over 30,000 years ago, ceramics is still one of the most
widely utilized mediums in fine art culture today. Although at
first you may call to mind fine porcelain teacups and plates when
you think of ceramics, many clay artists build large sculptural
figures that weigh many hundreds of pounds.
Stephanie's work explores fractured human and organic
forms that reference the process of natural decay and artificial
mending. This week I sat down with her in her studio to get
better insight into her process and artistic practice.
TimeOut: What is your main goal with your current body
of work?
Stephanie Post: I hope to draw parallels between these
imperfect forms and pain and growth in the human experience.
I intend to reference the human figure, if only conceptually, in
every form I create. I want to explore how they function both
as frozen in motion and as showing evidence of extended wear
of decay.
TO: How long have you been studying art?
SP: I took art classes throughout elementary and middle
school, but first realized it was a field I was interested in pursuing
in high school. I took all the art classes my school offered and
began as a visual arts major my freshman year of college. I am
now a second semester senior in the BFA program.
TO: Why come to Clemson for art?
SP: I actually transferred to Clemson from a private liberal
arts school after my freshman year. I chose Clemson because of
its spirit and vitality. Put simply, it is a happy place to be. I knew
I didn't want to limit myself by going to a school solely for art
(I am interested in psychology as well), so I picked Clemson for
its environment.
TO: What is your favorite part of the Clemson Art Program?
SP: I love the community of the Clemson Art Program. I
have classes with a lot of the same students, enabling us to form

is it better to

Stephanie's work is an exploration of fractured natural forms. She is interested in the process and concept of breaking and mending them.
unique comradeship and friendships. We are a family: staying
up all night together, helping each other problem solve and
keeping each other going.
TO: What is your concentration? Why?
SP: I decided to concentrate in ceramics initially because it
was the area I could work in for long periods of time without
getting burnt out. As I have worked with clay more, I have
grown to love the tactility of it. I can push, pull, hit, tear,
scrape and stretch it and it responds. There is a very physical
and personal interaction that happens, involving me on a much
more intimate level with my work.
TO: What does your art focus on formally and conceptually?
SP: My most recent work has explored ideas of brokenness
and healing. Clay has a unique quality of remembering what
has been inflicted on it and retaining evidence of that action.

On The Prowl: Faking It

J~nhp it" i~rlCLYl
Thanks to a nearly annual reiteration by magazines, relationship
_)
studies, psychological studies and anything else in between, we know
L%p ft I r\Y\ 0~? tnat confidence ranks as one of the most attractive qualities a person
can possess. Luckily, today is a day and age where people find more
definition in who they are rather than in who they attract, but the
whole thing is still a work in progress. This is partly because the shift
isn't focused entirely on the inner workings of character, but more on
perfecting the projection of ourselves we aim to put forth. We would
rather look like we have it all together; we want our success to seem
obvious because, hey, we worked hard for it and we're going to fight
just as hard to keep it.
If a successful life — with the token career and friends — were
everything one could want, it would seem there's no reason to mar
the picture with a relationship and its emotional drama. However,
people tend to judge those lacking a partner. It seems like failure. I
don't intend to offend the 'singles' — it's a natural state. It doesn't
take a miracle to be perfecdy happy without that special someone;
I'm just saying that people take that into account. Even if you've
got everything else going on, your romantic life sometimes can
potentially be viewed as a more accurate indication to others of how
you're doing.

WHAT'S
going
0N*0N

I have been creating forms that reference the human figure,
then breaking and mending them. This work is a physical
representation of emotional trauma and psychological healing.
TO: Can you tell me a little about how you go about creating
your work?
SP: After I build the forms with coils, I take any tools I can
find in the studio (hammers, saws, knives, screwdrivers, large
blunt objects) and beat them. I break off chunks and allow the
forms to be disfigured by the beating. I then use a glaze and clay
mixture to piece the forms back together. The final works show
scars of where they have been broken.
TO: Will you be showing work anywhere?
SP: I am not currently showing work anywhere, but am
creating a body of work that will be ready for my show in the
Lee Gallery that opens April 15.

Maybe it's because people know you can lie to yourself, but you
can't hide from your significant other. Flying solo, truly solo (A week
is not flying. Neither is a month. That short period of time can be
considered "gliding" at most), for an extended period of time hints
there's something underneath that repels anyone from getting too
close. It makes your confidence seem fake.
If given the opportunity— a decent opportunity mind, not some
chump — to have another person around to fill that relationship void,
is it better to 'fake it' than be alone? We're already experts at faking so
many other things; heck, we've built million dollar industries out of
them. Tanning beds. Breast implants. Polite laughs. What's one more
thing to add to the list?
There could be coundess benefits to faking a relationship since
you'd be without the risk that accompany deep, sincere attachment.
Yet, if these benefits don't deliver and you're left faking more than one
thing, would this be an end-all? Singles have their own anthems and
the fierce, cool-tough-independence thing going for them — maybe it
wouldn't be so bad. Or maybe they're faking it too.
It seems everything can be faked, but nothing faked ever lasts. Not
intimacy, not orgasms and certainly not the idea that life can be truly
complete without them.
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What year are you?

Senior

vmr.

WHY ARE YOU
JUST NOW
ASKING THIS
QUESTION???

Junior

Sophomore

Freshman
Will you still
graduate within
four years?

You've been doing
this for a while.
Why switch now?

I'm afraid of
adulthood.

Do you have the money
to stay in school for
another year (or two)?

I want to be
Clemson's Van Wilder,

YES
You know you have
to get a job to pay
off those student
loans, right?

YES

So you're having a
quarterlife crisis?

Sure, why not?
On a scale of 1-10, how
much do you hate your
current major?
Are you okay
with that?

I'm sure I'll be
making bank as soon
as I graduate with my
liberal arts degree.

If it means one more
football season on
campus, then yes, I'm
up for a victory lap.

NOStay in your program,
get your degree and then
attempt to figure out what
the hell you're going to do
with it. Good luck!

Good point.
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You should enjoy college
while you can, because the
"real world" is, in fact,
very scary. (You do make a
lot more money, though.)
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Mardi Gras

Fabriclive 67
Ben UFO

Savannah Mozingo
TimeOut Editor
TimeOut says:
This is like a houseparty in a
deceptively small package. Ben
tries to collect some tracks that
span across the techno, bass
music, dubstep and house genres.
Overall, the general sound shows
some aggressive distortion evenly
balanced against a lighter bass and
slightly off-kilter rhythms.

Honeys
Pissed Jeans

Purple, gold and green beads to commemorate a moment's freedom for the
ladies. Wacky costumes to be worn with way too much gusto. Those floats that
turn the face of every single small town homecoming queen green with envy.
In the minds of many, Mardi Gras is simply a carnival — the biggest, baddest
carnival of them all. It's associated with three days of crowds that become the
very energy they all traveled so far to see and experience. Beyond this though, I
don't think the general population is very aware of the real reason behind Mardi
Gras and I count myself among you, or I did until a few hours of research later.
Part of the reason for reading is to self-educate.
Mardi Gras today is a crazy string of intoxicated carnival celebrations,
beginning on or after Epiphany and concluding the day before Ash Wednesday.
The term Mardi Gras originates from France and means Fat Tuesday, a day
where gluttony is indulged — even encouraged — as the final huzzah
before Lent fasting, which begins on the aforementioned Ash Wednesday.
You see, it's actually a religious holiday, intelligence that a multitude of years
and generations have nearly succeeded in obliterating by the watery shadow of
alcohol-soaked parties. The irony of it all—how it's celebrated and what it's meant
to celebrate — draws plenty of raised eyebrows and eye rolls. Popular modern
practices
include
adorning masks and
^R
A>L
costumes, upending
social conventions,
\\
dancing and parades
on Fat Tuesday. All
of these shenanigans
are set to happen
before the fasting and
religious obligations that
are assumed under the
penitential season of Lent.
While not practiced on
a national level throughout
the United States, traditionally
ethnic French cities and regions

X

TimeOut says:
If you thought that unbearably angsty
grunge was reserved for high school
bands, PJ seems like it's out to prove
you wrong. Not an album for the
conservative, Honeys layers sludgy
riffs under its driving assault-drums.
The words "rusty," "stampede" and
"screaming" come to mind.

The Jazz Age
The Bryan Ferry Orchestra

The Final ■
Huzzah

(New Orleans anyone?) have notable celebrations. Mardi Gras
arrived in North America as a French Catholic tradition, but the
first parade and mask didn't come about until 1830 with the
organization of the mystic Cowbellio de Rakin Society in Mobile,
Ala. New Orleans was quick to hop on the bandwagon. In 1856,
six businessmen gathered in French Quarter to organize Louisiana's
own mystic society. They founded Mistick Krewe of Comus — New
Orleans' first and oldest krewe. The idea caught on, and the tradition
in New Orleans quickly expanded until it became synonymous with the
city by the rest of the American population. Eventually, Mardi Gras began
to become so much a fabric of the local culture that it encompassed
residents of New Orleans beyond French or Catholic heritage. Mardi
Gras celebrations are now part of the basis of The Big Easy's slogan:
'Laissex les bons temps rouler" or "Let the good times roll."
However, according to Newton's law of motion, it's impossible to
keep moving forever. Something stops you — gravity, space or Lent. After
all of that debauchery and rollicking good times, it's time for the less favored
practice to begin: the tradition of actually practicing Lent by self-inflicted
torture. Pick one thing you just really, really love and don't think you could live
without and abstain from it for 40 days. In case you have a hard time finding
your device of choice, I've got you covered. It's time to take everything you
learned in the past 540 words and apply it.
FaceDOOk: The complaints are numerous and repetitive; it really doesn't
warrant reiterating them. Let's agree that everyone loves to hate it. Enough of
this passive aggression though! Commit! Have a friend change your password
and experience life in invigorating 3D rather than through status updates. Don't
worry if opportunities and activities with friends pass you by — it's no longer
your fault you didn't know.
Gossiping: Girls love to hate each other way too much and tell one
another in what exact form their hatred takes. It breeds a dark, bitter circle. Turn
that murderous rage into killing with kindness instead. If enough people get in
on this, imagine how happy the world would be? Smiles and compliments only!
Sweets: It will be painful. Your temper fuse will become unbelievably
short. Chocolate will be elevated to a place of reverence never imagined. The
rage that you will be thrown into when you have to withdraw your hand from
automatically reaching for that slice or scoop or drizzle of whatever ... it will
scare people, people you love. But it will be worth it in the end.

Jjjjjjj^Hm* Comedy Check
Mathew Castello
Staff Writer

TimeOut says:
Seductive like only good jazz can
be. Big band music is reimagined
through the scope of a lens set
to 1920. The easy transitions are
guided by the brassy horn section
uninterrupted by vocals.

Last week, I went out of town for a school trip along with a few friends.
Seeing as we had a free night to ourselves, we went to an improv comedy show
at a local place. We figured we wanted a laugh and, wouldn't you know it, the
show provided us with just that. Comedy is great. They say that laughter is
the best medicine. Although I definitely don't major in anything medically
related, so as far as I'm concerned "they" are right. Having said all that, I'm a
big fan of Saturday Night Live and I don't get the chance to watch it too often
because usually on a Saturday night I either can't or I forget. Okay, I never said
I was the world's biggest SNL fan. But I love watching comedy skits and the
versatility actors can display in taking on different characters. When I'm not
thinking about what fun I'd have as an actor on SNL (I think I could play a
pretty good Charles Barkley), I'm coming up with my own ideas for improving

How I Knew Her
Nataly Dawn

Cm*
—

the show.
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TimeOut says:
Definitely darker than her work with
Pomplamoose. Deeply personal lyrics
are being beautifully exploited by a
range of studio musicians who are all
carefully organized; it's as if they realize
how fragile the emotions are behind
this album.

3. Maintain consistency
Every funny show I can think of was hilarious because of the recurring skits
it featured. SNL does a good job with this, most specifically with Seth Meyer's
"Weekend Update" segment. In this regard, fans can look forward to certain
skits and characters, and really understand what kind of humor or jokes to
expect. Certain actors and actresses acting as the same characters over and over
again maintain that consistency as well, such as Jason Sudeikis as Mitt Romney
and Joe Biden, or Taran Killam as Piers Morgan. It gets to a point where you
see a certain character pop on stage and you perk up knowing that this part of
the show should be good.

P

81

2. SNL Idol?
Back in the day, when I watched what I've always perceived to be the kidfriendly version of SNL (All That), I was so intrigued when they added a new
cast member. It brought an excitement to the show and was that much more
intriguing to catch when it aired, in the days before DVR and TiVo. Plenty of
individuals, whether they're right in thinking it or not, believe they have what
it takes to make it to New York. Now I'm definitely not a fan of American Idol
and most other reality TV, but why not give these individuals the opportunity
to showcase their talents to the rest of the nation? This would also create
some new buzz (not that it's really needed for SNL) and people might become
slightly more engrossed to see what kind of role an incoming newbie could
play, especially if viewers were able to connect with an actor or actress in a
contest, which determined a new cast member for the show.

1. Ditch the scripts!
Too often I catch the actors staring at their lines on a teleprompter and
I know I hate it. This annoys me more than anything on SNL by far. Part of
what made this show great over the years has been the spontaneity and more
often than not that kind of comedy is just funnier anyways (see "Whose Line
Is It Anyway"). Now, I can see if the host or acting musical host has to read a
script to get by, but if the actors are not able to memorize all their lines, they
should be able to get the general idea of a skit and just go with it. As this show
currently stands, the actors and actresses possess the ability to provide ribsplitting humor without the aid of a teleprompter.
Currently, it's not like SNL's producers are really sttuggling without my
input, so there's that. But if all else fails and none of these ideas are worthy of
implementation, I'm still ready for my big Saturday night debut.
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Upping the Ante: House of Cards
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IN THEATERS
TODAY:
A Good Day to Die
Hard
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Brady Brown
Columnist
The word "cinematic" gets thrown around quite often these days
when describing TV shows (too often I think). I still haven't figured
out exacdy what it means. From what Fve gathered, it basically
connotes that a television drama is good; a cop-out description in
this columnist's opinion because it rarely seems to be followed by
a satisfactory explanation other than a throwaway comment about
the cinematography.
Last week, Netflix debuted its first original series with the Kevin
Spacey vehicle "House of Cards." What makes it stand apart from,
well, every TV show in history is that all 13 episodes of the first
season were released at once. The premise is one of revenge. Kevin
Spacey plays the House Majority Whip and gets stepped over for
his guaranteed spot in the President's Cabinet. He's a just man who
abides by a set of morals entirely his own which makes for some
good television.
The show's first few episodes were directed by David Fincher ("Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo," "Social Network," "Se7en"), and he sets the
tone for the episodes that follow. Easily one of the best directors currendy
in the business, Fincher's presence is definitely felt. If I were the type to
throw out that "cinematic" description this show might be the one to
get it. If shown a 15 minute clip without any background on what I was

KEVIN

ROBIN

SPACEY WRIGHT
MICH All

KELLY

IAFFREY

watching, I would probably say it looks to be a Fincher film. But that's
about as far as the similarities go. After watching three episodes in a row
(about the length of a pretty long movie) I can say that I do not have the
same feeling after watching a Fincher movie, which is fine. This is a TV
show with episodes purposely made to end in cliffhangers so you do in
fact watch multiple episodes in succession. A different end game really.
What I've gathered is that TV is not as respected as film and
now that TV has upped the ante, there seems to be a need to justify
high praise. Well, I say forget that nonsense. Movies weren't always
respected either. Decades ago the conversation dealt with the
superiority of the novel — and hey, that conversation still lingers.
At the end of the day, some TV shows are better than movies. And
that's not a good or bad thing. It just is what it is. Just appreciate
television dramas for what they really are: TV shows. Some are good,
some are bad, but none of them are movies. And I'm totally fine
with that.
As of writing this column, I have gotten through about half the
episodes. I definitely like the show. A nice aspect is that the focus really
isn't party politics, so I can watch the show with my friends without any
word wars popping up mid-episode. To be honest, that might be the
best part.

KATE

COREY

MARA

STOLL

KRISil \

CONSTANCI

CONNOLLY

ZIMMER

Whoopie says:
45 percent of this movie will be
made up of scenes of Bruce Willis
blowing things up. 45 percent
of this movie will be made up ol
scenes of Bruce Willis cursing.
The other 10 percent will be made
up of scenes where Bruce Willis
curses while blowing things up.
Need I say more?

Beautiful Creatures

V.AHLRSllAi

ALI

A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES

ARCELUS
Whoopie says:
A handful of fairly talented British
actors comprise the cast of this
adaptation of the overdramatic
Southern Gothic novel series.
For the record, there's already a
great family-secret drama that's
more deserving of your time and
it's already on Netflix. It's name?
"BBC's Wuthering Heights."

Safe Haven

■■

i

Whoopie says:
It's February, so Hollywood had
to pump out another Nicholas
Sparks adaptation to keep
boyfriends and husbands
everywhere in pain. It's probably
exactly like "The Notebook," but
without Ryan Gosling. Take that
for what you will.
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Horoscopes

Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz

You 've been watching too much Downton

Jan. 20-Feb. 19

I Saw Her Standing There
Dig A Pony
Octopus' Garden
You Have Me

2. Of the following, who was not a First Lady?
A. Annie Wilson
B. Frances Cleveland
C. Emily Donelson
D. Letitia Tyler

3. Which is the world's smallest country?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Tuvalu
Nauru
Vatican City
Saint Kitts & Nevis

4. Who is currently the smallest man in the world
at 22 inches?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Junrey Balawing
Khagendra Thapa Magar
Abharan Murali
Chandra Bahadur Dangi

Compassionate soul that you are, your first
k concern has been how everyone around you
^- ^9 rgu 2Q _ March 20 ^ 1S ^°'n& Give yourself a little recognition
for once; take some time alone.

Beat the Editor

You've been charged with a leadership
position. Don't be deterred by any
w skepticism from group members or
>;
March 21 -April20 yourself. Stick to your guns, others
will follow. -

ARIES

Emily Rudman
Creative Services
Emily's answers:
1. B. Dig A Pony
2. D. Letitia Tyler
3. A. Tuvalu
4. B. Khagendra Thapa Magar
5. D. cast
6. C. 1985
7. A. Jaldapara National Park
8. C. carbon

April 21-May 20
%
■

m

Some important (and very attractive) eyes
k are on you. Aim to impress and be yourself
May21 -June 21 Y to the fullest. Don't try anything crazy new
— just be your awesome self.

GEMINI

JSP* CANCER
1*& June 22 - July 22
■ A Ug. 23

Compare your answers with Emily's
by checking on the top of D7!

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

w

A.
B.
C.
D.

strontium
niobium
carbon
plutonium

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger.
Of course, they are much smaller than this.
Good Luck!

You're on top of things; start implementing
preventive measures to keep you from
sliding back should things start to run less
smoothly. Sleep. Eat lots of fruit. Exercise.
SERIOUSLY!!! SLEEP ALREADY!!!

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Who said you had to wait around? You're
ready to go now so get up and do it; take
^ charge. Things will come to you easier
when you're moving toward them rather
than waiting on them to get to you.
It's going to be a rollercoaster ride this
week. Don't take everything personally or
the ride is going to be a lot bumpier than it
really needs to be. As difficult as it may be
to remember this, keep your cool.

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

7. Which of the following is the largest national
park in the world?

8. Out of four elements listed below, which was
found first?

If you've been locking horns with someone,
this is the week you need to take the
highroad and be the first to apologize. They
feel just as bad but are hesitant to initiate
the conversation.

LIBRA

SCORPIO

A. 2000
B.1987
C.1985
D.1993

The people are just flocking around you this
week you litde charmer. Instead of forcing
fc it though, focus on attracting those who
want what you already have. You'll get what
you wanted.

Aug. 24-Sept. 22

*A

6. In what year did The Legend of Zelda first
come out?

Early in the week, you will most definitely
k have the magic touch. This would mean
' that it's a good time to take a risk although
don't expect it to go 100% as planned.

VIRGO

The Tiger TimeOut

A. business
B.gang
C. mob
D. cast

Jaldapara National Park
Manuel Antonia National Park
Northeast Greenland Park
Schiermonnikoog National Park

Harness your courage this week and write a
most epic love-letter; it will be one to rival i
the greats. Even if you're not sure who to
send it to, write one anyway.

£) TAURUS

5. What is a group of ferrets called?

A.
B.
C.
D.

" old-fashioned
nldmood this week. All of a
sudden you want to play by the rules.

£^>PISCES

1. The Beatles did not write which song?
A.
B.
C.
D.

L s°yyou have that to thank for your outright

AQUARIUS

►

Be careful with your words this week; say
what you mean and mean what you say. If
you're too quick to give an opinion, it's you
who might look the fool.

SUDOKU

Do you like baked goods?

WE DO!
Write for TimeOut!

4
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2

Email
timeout@thetigernews.com
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Across
1- Poor actors
5- Brother of Moses
10- Numbered rds.
14- Rapper born Tracy
Marrow
15- Tierney of "ER"
16-1 could
horse!
17- Free from bias
18-Ready
...
19- Dressed
20- Like some vbs.
22- Mouthpart of
arthropods
24Lang Syne
27- Olive genus
28- Dairymaid
32- Dadaist Max
36-Aztecan
languages
37- Remove dirt with a
broom
39- Marsh of mystery
40- Chantilly product
42- Throat problem
44'acte
(intermission)
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45- Brace
47- Attack
49- Barracks bed
50- President before Polk
51- Liquid hydrocarbon
53- Sudden assault
56- Three-player card
game
57- Leftover bag
61- Speed
65- Longfellow's bell
town
66- Upright
69- Hotbed
70- Pack
(quit)
71-Kate &
72- Coagulate
73- Album unit
74- Dull finish
75- Naturalness
Down
1- LP player
2- Rent3- Golda of Israel
4- Smear
5- Latin 101 verb

6- Swiss river
7- Ladder step
8- Maine college town
9- Pertaining to birth
10- Revitalize
11- Anklebones
12- Coup d'
13- "No Ordinary Love"
singer
21- Wrigley varieties
23- Adolescent
25- Rules
26- Eats to a plan
28- Swindle
29- Pisa place
30- Express alternative
31- Jeter of the Yankees
33- John
Garner
34- Squelch
35- Rich cake
38- For
sake!
41- Appearing
43- Flesh of a hog
46- Ask for divine
guidance
48- Ark builder
52- Attitude

5455575859606263646768-

Steel girder
"Our Gang" girl
Raised platform
Director Preminger
Broad smile
Moolah
Actress Ward
General
chicken
Novel ending
Op.
Type of shirt
uoqjBQ o g

Hied pueiuaajQ iseaityoN Q ■/
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For the answers to
this week's puzzles
goto:
thetigernews.com
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Licking Doorknobs
Ellen Meny
Staff Writer
Although Valentine's Day will be over by the time this article
is published — the roses wilted and the chocolates eaten — the
thought of this Hallmark holiday still lingers. Some thoughts
will be positive, but many will be negative. If there's one
holiday, besides Christmas, that invites loneliness and sorrow,
it's Valentine's Day. What other holiday, besides Christmas and
Valentine's Day, forces you to show your appreciation for your
significant other by purchasing material objects that you may
not even want? I don't mean to offend Christmas and I certainly
don't reject the idea of Christmas presents (hi, Mom). Yet, what
holiday, besides Christmas and Valentine's Day, makes certain
groups of people feel left out? Both holidays share a special
sort of feeling that withers when celebrating the holiday alone.
No one likes to spend Christmas alone, and God forbid you
enter Valentine's Day as a single entity. However, not everyone
experiences this "single's sadness" around Valentine's Day
— take me, for instance. I have yet to meet a man who has
enough badges to train me, so to speak. However, with many
people, especially women, suffering from the huge social stress
of being single or in a relationship on Valentine's Dayshouldn't
there be some kind of relief from this? Could there be
some kind of holiday that celebrates women everywhere?
Enter Galentine's Day.

Galentine's Day was created on the show "Parks and
Recreation," elaborated by the beautiful and talented Amy Pohler:
"What's Galentine's Day? Oh, it's only the best day of the year.
Every Feb. 13, my ladyfriends leave our husbands and our
boyfriends at home and we just come in and kick it, breakfast
style. Ladies, celebrating ladies."
This one quote says it all — Galentine's Day is the best
day of the year. For women. Unfortunately, there is no male
version of Galentine's Day. That's okay, boys, you get to be above
the glass ceiling and we get Galentine's Day. Some suggested
Galentine's Day activities include brunch, karaoke, the movie
"Steel Magnolias" and the bringing down of the patriarchy.
Those reasons aside, I'm fond of Galentine's Day for a
separate rationale.
Too often I've heard people say that women can't work
together, or don't hold as strong friendships as men do. They
blame this on the misconstrued fact that all women are catty,
jealous creatures who can barely even hold a relationship
together. I'm here to argue against that belief. I've had friends
who've known me since childhood, and friends I just met
last year, but regardless of the time frame, I value these girls
immensely. We celebrate each other's successes and try to help
one another out when things go sour. I'm so grateful to share
their friendship, and Galentine's Day is the perfect day to
celebrate this. Although the whole concept was made up on a
comedy TV show, look at Scientology and how well it's doing —
if Scientology can catch on, so can Galentine's Day.
In conclusion, next time February rolls around, think about
planning that Galentine's Day brunch — you won't regret it.

Carpe Diem: Seize Your Wardrobe
Katie Zottnick
Columnist
While the weather forecasts may call for Noah's Ark round
two, don't let the ominous clouds put a damper on your wardrobe.
Rainboots and raincoats are a must when it comes to sheets of
water falling out of the sky, unless you want to sludge around in
soggy shoes all day. But you really only have to wear those outside
— and yes, it's more convenient just to keep' the jacket on going
from class to class, but why not try to dress things up abit?
Dressing up can actually elevate a person's self-confidence.
This could possibly translate into helping you perform better in
classes and on exams. In addition to that, wearing bright colors
can help not only a person's happiness, but help to make others
happier as well. It's why so many designers have incorporated
bright colors into their collections during this rough (for lack of
a better word) economy, believe it or not!

Stressed out? Ladies, pink is thought to calm aggtession; so
wear pink and not only influence yourself, but others around
you. In addition to pink, yellow also makes people happier. This
is fine so long as nobody dresses up like Big Bird because then
we'd all end up being committed and yellow would be put on the
"aggressive" list.
Blue is a more tranquil and soothing color, probably best
for those who study on the bottom floor of the library and lose
all sense of time. Especially on grey days, these colors have the
greatest impact on others.
Colors are not the only influence on human emotions;
chocolate works too. Who cares about the calories? Besides being
the most delicious thing in the world, chocolate is shown to
release endorphins, the same feel-good hormone you get after
working out or running. Yes, what a paradox to the human
existence: chocolate and exercise.
So don't let the weather get you or your wardrobe down.
Carpe diem! And do so with bright colors and chocolate. The
world will be a better place.
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PIER

Covne for* the water. Stay for the friends.

Planned Clubhouse &
Amenities for 2013
■ Lagoon Style Pool

Community Features
■ 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 Bedroom Cottages
with an extra V6 Bath for Guests
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails

■ Hot Tub
■ Sun Ledge with Fog Deck Misters
■ Outdoor Fireplace

■ 5 Minutes from Campus
■ Private Shuttle
■ Pet Friendly

■ Large Fitness Center with
Cardio and Free Weights
■ Coffee Bar

Cottage Features

■ Game Room

■ Wireless Internet

■ Event Room

■ Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms

■ Golf Simulator

■ Granite Countertops

■ Study Area with Business Center

■ Stainless Steel Appliances

■ Outdoor Grill and Tables

■ Washer/Dryer Included

■ Sand Volleyball Court
■ Basketball Court
■ 8-Acre Park with Benches
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Avenue

t03 ■ Glemson SC

Phone: 864 654 7549 for Leasing - 864 654 2200 for Sales
www.thepieratclemson.com

